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INTRODUCTION 
 

This handbook is designed to be a collection of reference materials for all Campbell 
University students pursuing licensure to teach in North Carolina.  The School of Education 
offers approved programs leading to a North Carolina teaching license in the following areas: 

 
Birth to Kindergarten – B-K, Undergraduate 
 

 Elementary Education – K-6, Undergraduate, Advanced 
 
 Middle Grades Education – 6-9, Undergraduate, Advanced 
 
 Secondary Education – 9-12 

• English, Undergraduate, Advanced 
• Social Science (History), Undergraduate, Advanced 
• Mathematics, Undergraduate, Advanced 
• Science (Biology), Undergraduate 

K-12 Programs: 
 

Family and Consumer Sciences – 7-12, Undergraduate  
 No new majors at this time 

 
Music K-12, Undergraduate 

 
Physical Education – K-12, Undergraduate, Advanced 
 
Second Languages – K-12 

• French, Undergraduate  
• Spanish, Undergraduate 

 
Special Education - K-12, Undergraduate 
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 For information regarding Campbell University accreditations, please visit 
www.campbell.edu/accrediation 
 
 

http://www.campbell.edu/accrediation�
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I.  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
 

A. Candidate’s Responsibility for Meeting Requirements 
 

      Candidates are advised that they are the ones ultimately responsible for meeting all 
general college and program requirements.  Careful recordkeeping will facilitate this process. 
Keeping well-organized, professional records is a wise practice to carry with you throughout 
your teaching career.   

 
B. General Guidelines 
 

Follow the course sequences outlined on your schema sheet as closely as possible. 
1. Be sure that any course substitutions or waivers are fully documented and filed 

with your records.  Be sure to keep your own file of records of 
changes/substitutions approved. 

 
2. Course Grades and Grade-Point Average: 

• If you are an Elementary Education major, you must also have a grade of 
“C” or better in courses in the major.  The following courses are defined as 
the undergraduate Elementary Education K-6 major. 

 
EDUC 221 EDUC 401 
PSYC 222 EDUC 435 
EDUC 223 EDUC 448 
EDUC 351 EDUC 450 
EDUC 355 EDUC 455 
EDUC 373 EDUC 456 
EDUC 400 EDUC 457 

 
• If you are a middle grades major, you must have a grade of “C” or better in 

each education course and in each course in the concentration areas. 
• If you are a secondary education student, you must have a grade of “C” or 

better in each education course and in each course in your subject matter 
area. 

 
3. Use Web Access to keep track of your GPA and to check your progress toward  

            graduation.  Your password is provided through Computing Services.   
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II. UNIVERSITY POLICIES 
 
 
A. Overload  
  A class load in excess of 18.5 hours is considered an overload.  Students must have a 
 GPA of 3.0 or better, approval of their advisor, and the dean to be eligible to take an 
 overload.  There is an additional tuition charge for an overload.   
 
B. Course Load  
  The maximum course load for a student with a GPA below 1.8 is 13.5 semester hours. 
 
C. CUW Requirements   
 All regularly admitted freshmen are required to complete four semesters of CUW.  
 Sophomore transfer students are required to complete 3 semesters of CUW.  Junior 
 transfer students are required to complete two semesters of CUW. 
 
D. Community college transfer policy 
  Students who have completed and transferred 64 semester hours (the maximum number 
 allowed) cannot transfer additional credits from a two-year school.  It is the student’s 
 responsibility to see that all transfer credits have been evaluated. 
 
E. Residency requirements  
 The last 32 semester hours must be taken at Campbell.  
 
F. Off-campus enrollment by campus students   
 Off-campus enrollment is not approved unless the course in question is not offered on 
 campus, but is required if the student is to graduate on time.  Campbell University  
            internet courses are considered off-campus through the Extended Campus office.  
            Enrollment in any off- campus course requires prior approval of the advisor and Dean. 
 
G. Professional Education courses   
 All junior and senior professional education courses must be taken at Campbell unless 
 the Dean grants permission otherwise. 
 
H. Independent study   
 It is University policy for Campbell faculty members to discourage students from taking 
 courses by independent study.  This way of earning credit should be avoided whenever 
 possible.  In no case may more than 12 hours be taken by independent study; no more 
 than one independent study course may be taken per semester. 
 
I. Class attendance   
  The student should follow attendance policies as stated in the catalog and as outlined by 

professors to be sure of being in compliance.  Failure to meet attendance requirements 
will result in academic penalties. 

 
J. Academic Forgiveness Policy 
 Students returning to school who have not been enrolled at Campbell University, or 
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another college/university, for eight years will benefit from the Academic Forgiveness 
Policy.  Please see the Student Handbook for details. 

 
K. Repeat Course Policy 
 When courses are repeated, the last attempt only will affect the final grade point average.  

Previous hours attempted, hours passed, and quality points earned for repeated courses 
will not be considered, although the previous grades will remain on the permanent record.  

 
III.  GENERAL PROGRAM NOTES 

  
A. General Information 
 

1. Complete your CUW requirements as early in your program as possible. 
2. Complete your foreign language requirement as soon as possible.  You have two 

options: 
a. Students pursuing the B.S. degree must pass either the 201-level course in the 

language or attain a satisfactory score on a nationally-normed equivalent 
examination approved in advance by the Chair of the Foreign Language 
Department. 

b. Students pursuing the B.A. degree must pass either the 202-level course in the 
language or attain a satisfactory score on a nationally-normed equivalent 
examination approved in advance by the Chair of the Foreign Language 
Department. 

3. Please note that K-6 and 6-9 majors may take any two of the following to satisfy the 
General College literature requirement: ENG 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, or 206 

4. If you are a secondary or K-12 major, you must complete the Projected Course of 
Study in order to be sure that the professional education courses are taken in the 
correct sequence, and that they are coordinated with other requirements in the major 

 
B. Attendance at Teacher Licensure Meetings for Teacher Education Candidates 

 
Attendance is recommended at all Teacher Licensure meetings called for teacher 
education candidates.  The purpose of these meetings is to pass on important information 
to you, to give you a chance to ask questions, and to have you submit the information 
needed by the faculty for effective management of the entire program.  Information will 
also be given on assignment of advisors, course planning, and all field experience 
placements.  Please cooperate by attending these meetings and encourage others to do so 
as well.  This request is particularly important for secondary and K-12 majors. 
 

C. Professional Education Course of Study for Secondary, K-12, and 7 – 12 Majors 
 
The professional education sequence for secondary and K-12 majors pursuing licensure 
has been revised.  You should follow the projected course of study outlined in the 
Appendix of this handbook, as well as the schema sheet for your major.  Before 
admission to teacher education can be approved for secondary/K-12 candidates, with the 
help of the advisor in their major, complete a projected course schedule for the junior 
and senior years.  The advisor in the major and a secondary/K-12 advisor assigned by 
the education department should review the projected course schedule. Before making 
changes in the approved projected course schedule, candidates should obtain consent of 
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the advisor in their major and the education advisor. 
 

    D.  Acceptance Process for the Teacher Education Program 
 
Undergraduate candidates who want to student teach and receive a North Carolina Initial 
teaching license must be accepted into the Teacher Education Program.  The process 
should begin during the Junior year and be completed before the beginning of the Senior 
year.  (Teaching Fellows must complete the process before the end of the Sophomore 
year.) The required steps are outlined in detail later in the Handbook.  The acceptance 
process must be completed by August 24th to student teach in the spring semester and by 
January 15th to student teach in the fall semester. 

 
    E.  Praxis Information 
 

1. Never take any part of PRAXIS for practice.  For practice, use one or more of the 
various practice books available for purchase at the campus bookstore and at other 
locations.  Copies may also be checked out at the Campbell Library.   NC Live also 
provides practice materials on line.  See the Praxis section in the Handbook for 
access information. 

2. To be sure that you are ready to attempt any part of the PRAXIS, check with your 
advisor for clearance before registering with the Educational Testing Service.  
PRAXIS information is discussed in the Teacher Licensure Meeting each semester. 

3. DO NOT ATTEMPT PRAXIS II, Subject Area exam(s) before you have completed 
the block courses scheduled for the student teaching semester.  Only Elementary 
Education and Special Education licensure candidates are required to pass the Praxis 
II exam for licensure. 

4. PRAXIS scores will be maintained in student records if the student requests that 
scores be sent to the School of Education.  The School of Education is not allowed to 
issue copies of PRAXIS scores to other agencies.  However, the Office of the Dean 
will issue a letter containing these scores if the student requests such a letter.  In no 
case will these scores be maintained if the student has not attended Campbell for ten 
(10) or more years. 

 
F.  Field Experiences 

 
1. A number of early field experiences will be required in conjunction with course 

work. In addition, each licensure candidate completes a practicum and a student 
teaching experience.  A request for placement should be given to the Director of 
Teacher Education during the semester prior to the field experience.  Forms 
requesting placement in public school settings must be completed and turned in to 
the Director of Teacher Education in the semester prior to the semester in which 
placement is desired.  For Fall semester placement, the completed form is due by 
March 1; for Spring semester placement, the completed form is due by October 1. 

2. All B-K, Special Education, Elementary, and Middle Grades majors must have the 
senior year free to take the prescribed courses for those majors, which are block-
scheduled.  The courses are offered only once during the academic year. 

3. All secondary/K-12; 9-12 majors must have the Spring semester of the senior year 
free to schedule methods/block classes and student teaching, due to the unique 
nature of these classes. 
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4. All required courses in Education and in the major must be completed prior to the 
student teaching semester. 

G.  Leadership Activities 
All teacher licensure candidates in North Carolina are required to participate in leadership 
activities during their preparation program.  The evidence of participation will be due in 
the student teaching portfolio.    
We suggest that candidates begin participating in professional activities early in their 
program.  Below are listed various types of activities that could be used to fulfill the 
requirement. 
 
Level 1: Attend a Leadership Program or Professional Lecture Series  
                [Value: 1 point for each session with a maximum of 3 points] 
Level 2: Be an active member of at least one professional organization. [Value: 2 points] 
Level 3: Be an leader in a professional organization by serving as an  
              officer or leading in other ways. [Value: 3 points] 
Level 4: Attend a professional conference  [Value: 3 points] 
Level 5: Present in a professional setting. [Value: 5 points] 
A Candidate must earn points from at least three different levels and maintain 
documentation.  A total of at least 9 points must be earned. 
 

H.  Student North Carolina Association of Educators (SNCAE): 
 

All education majors are encouraged to join SNCAE to stay aware of the latest education 
information, hear interesting speakers on relevant topics, get to know your fellow 
education majors, and enjoy taking part in campus events such as Homecoming/Parent’s 
Day, etc. 

 
I. Kappa Delta Pi: 

Kappa Delta Pi is the Teacher Education Honor Society.  Those individuals elected to 
membership exhibit the ideals of scholarship, high personal standards, and promise in the 
teaching and allied professions recognized by the Society.  An invitation is extended to 
undergraduate students who have completed 30 semester hours and have a GPA of at 
least 3.0.  Graduate students need to have completed six or more hours of Education 
graduate work at Campbell and have a GPA of at least 3.25 to be considered for 
membership.  Initiation is held in November of each year. 
 

J. Financial Aid and Scholarships 
 

1. Information applicable to all undergraduate students is available in the University 
catalog. Additional information can be secured from the Office of Financial Aid.  An 
application for endowed scholarships is available on the Campbell web site. 

2. A number of endowed and direct aid scholarships are awarded to School of 
Education students.  Applications for these scholarships are available second 
semester and are due April 1 for the following academic year.  The application forms 
are available on the second floor in Taylor Hall and on the Campbell School of 
Education web site.  For further information on these scholarships, consult the Chair 
of the School of Education Scholarship Committee. 

3. The North Carolina College Foundation offers several scholarships for North 
Carolina Residents.  Students may only receive one type of scholarship. 
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a. Teaching Fellows is available for high school seniors.  The application 
process begins early in the senior year. 

b. The Prospective Teacher Scholarship/Loan is available to students who have 
chosen to pursue teaching as a career.  The annual award is $2,500. per year 
for freshmen and sophomores and $4,000. per year for juniors and seniors.  A 
2.5 GPA must be maintained.  The recipient agrees to work full-time as a 
teacher in NC public schools one year for every year of funding received or 
repay the loan.  For more information , visit CFNC.org/PTSL 

c. College juniors and seniors seeking licensure to teach math, science, or 
special education are eligible for this scholarship/loan.  Recipients must 
agree to teach full-time in the qualifying subject area for three years or repay 
the loan.  The annual award is $6,500.  See the Scholarship Coordinator for 
more information. 

 
K. Career Planning and Placement 

 
1. If you are not completely certain about your career plans, the Strong-Campbell test 

can provide an index of how well your interests (not abilities) coincide with those of 
various types of educators, other professionals, and trades people. The office of 
Career Planning offers this test free of charge. 

2. You should plan to set up a placement file with the Office during your senior year. 
 
L. North Carolina Standard Professional One teaching license 

 
To qualify for a teaching license a Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science degree must 
be earned.   
In addition, all professional course requirements must have been met and a successful 
student teaching experience completed.  Elementary and Special Education students must 
pass PRAXIS II exams.  Applications for the appropriate license are made through the 
office of the Dean at the conclusion of student teaching. 
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IV.  HELPFUL REGISTRATION TIPS 
 

A. Advisement 
 

Advisement for the following semester begins in October and March.  Sign up early for 
an appointment with your advisor.  Deadlines are published each semester for pre-
registration and registration, as well as for dropping and adding courses on the Campbell 
web site. On-line registration is available for students who have completed 12 hours.  The 
system is made available by a schedule set through the registrar’s office. 

 
B. Scheduling 
 

Build your schedule around key courses, that is, courses scheduled during the fall or 
spring only, offered as single sections only, or listed as prerequisites to other courses. 
Because the following courses fall into one or more of these categories, give them 
priority as key courses when building your schedule. 

 
C. Instructions for Undergraduate Education Advisees 
 

Before you come to your advisement conference, you must do the following things: Be 
sure you have in your possession these items: 

1. Class schedule for the upcoming semester. 
2. Schema sheet for your licensure area and level 
3. Web Access Degree Audit 

 
Using these items, fill out a tentative course schedule for the upcoming semester.  Include 
3 alternate courses, which do not meet at the same time as your first-choice courses.  
Make every effort to follow the course sequence recommended on your schema sheet.  
Bring your copy of the appropriate schema sheet to pre-registration; the schema sheet 
should show which courses you have completed (including the grades earned) and which 
ones you plan to take next semester.  If you plan to go to summer school, draft those 
plans as well. 
 

D. Schema Sheet 
Check the schema sheet for your licensure level and the Campbell catalog to see whether 
you have completed the prerequisites for the courses you have selected for this coming 
semester. 

 
E. Forms 

Be sure to complete and submit the following necessary application forms: 
1. Application to Teacher Education (during Junior year): 
2. Request for Practicum Placement (March 1 for Fall semester; October 1 for 

Spring Semester) 
3. Request for Student Teaching (March 1 for Fall semester; October 1 for Spring 

Semester). 
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F. Course Substitutions 

Course substitutions may be recommended by the advisor if there are scheduling 
problems or due to a student’s special needs.  These course substitutions must have the 
approval of the advisor, the department chair, the dean and the registrar.  An official 
course substitution sheet must be completed and approved for the course substitution to 
be valid.  Common course substitutions include: 

Course Required Acceptable Substitution   
Sociology 345 Sociology 225 

 
       Please note that several required courses are cross-listed: 

Sociology 345/Social Work 345 Human Diversity 
Sociology 340/Religion 340 The Family 

 
G. Senior Year 
 

 Your senior year must be reserved for the courses listed on your schema sheet and no 
others. EDUC/BKED 456 a 100-hour practicum for undergraduate B-K, Special 
Education, Elementary, and Middle Grades majors and EDUC 432 a 50-hour practicum 
for secondary and K-12 majors precede student teaching (EDUC 457 for BK, Special 
Education, Elementary, and Middle Grades, and EDUC 458 for Secondary/K-12/7). 

 
      Keep in mind that 128 semester hours are needed for graduation.  Using Web Access, you 
      should check your progress toward graduation. 

 
 



 

 

North Carolina 
Professional Teaching Standards 

 
Every public school student will graduate from high school, globally competitive for work and 

postsecondary education and prepared for life in the 21st Century. 
 
The North Carolina State Board of Education charged the North Carolina Professional Teaching 
Standards Commission to align the Core Standards for the Teaching Profession (1997) with the 
newly adopted mission. To this end, Commission members, 16 practicing educators from across 
the state, considered what teachers need to know and be able to do in 21st Century schools. This 
document contains the aligned standards adopted by the North Carolina State Board of Education 
in June 2007. 
 
A NEW VISION OF TEACHING  
 
The different demands on 21st Century education dictate new roles for teachers in their 
classrooms and schools. The following defines what teachers need to know and do to be able to 
teach students in the 21st Century: 
 

• Leadership among the staff and with the administration is shared in order to bring 
consensus and common, shared ownership of the vision and purpose of work of the 
school. Teachers are valued for the contributions they make to their classrooms and the 
school.  

• Teachers make the content they teach engaging, relevant, and meaningful to students’ 
lives. 

• Teachers can no longer cover material; they, along with their students, uncover solutions. 
They teach existing core content that is revised to include skills like critical thinking, 
problem solving, and information and communications technology (ICT) literacy. 

• In their classrooms, teachers facilitate instruction encouraging all students to use 21st 
Century skills so they discover how to learn, innovate, collaborate, and communicate 
their ideas. 

• The 21st Century content (global awareness, civic literacy, financial literacy, and health 
awareness) is included in the core content areas. 

• Subjects and related projects are integrated among disciplines and involve relationships 
with the home and community. 

• Teachers are reflective about their practice and include assessments that are authentic and 
structured and demonstrate student understanding. 

• Teachers demonstrate the value of lifelong learning and encourage their students to learn 
and grow. 

 
 
STANDARD I: TEACHERS DEMONSTRATE LEADERSHIP 
 

A. Teachers lead in their classrooms. 
Teachers demonstrate leadership by taking responsibility for the progress of all 
students to ensure that they graduate from high school, are globally competitive for 
work and postsecondary education, and are prepared for life in the 21st Century. 
Teachers communicate this vision to their students. Using a variety of data sources, 



 

 

they organize, plan, and set goals that meet the needs of the individual student and the 
class. Teachers use various types of assessment data during the school year to 
evaluate student progress and to make adjustments to the teaching and learning 
process. They establish a safe, orderly environment, and create a culture that 
empowers students to collaborate and become lifelong learners. 
 

B. Teachers demonstrate leadership in the school. 
Teachers work collaboratively with school personnel to create a professional learning 
community. They analyze and use local, state, and national data to develop goals and 
strategies in the school improvement plan that enhances student learning and teacher 
working conditions. Teachers provide input in determining the school budget and in 
the selection of professional development that meets the needs of students and their 
own professional growth. They participate in the hiring process and collaborate with 
their colleagues to mentor and support teachers to improve the effectiveness of their 
departments or grade levels. 

 
C. Teachers lead the teaching profession. 

Teachers strive to improve the teaching profession. They contribute to the 
establishment of positive working conditions in their school. They actively participate 
in and advocate for decision-making structures in education and government that take 
advantage of the expertise of teachers. Teachers promote professional growth for all 
educators and collaborate with their colleagues to improve the profession. 

 
D. Teacher advocate for schools and students. 

Teachers advocate for positive change in policies and practices affecting student 
learning. They participate in the implementation of initiatives to improve the 
education of students.  

 
E. Teachers demonstrate high ethical standards. 

Teachers demonstrate ethical principles including honesty, integrity, fair treatment, 
and respect for others. Teachers uphold the Code of Ethics for North Carolina 
Educators (effective June 1, 1997) and the Standards for Professional Conduct 
adopted April 1, 1998. (www.ncptsc.org) 

 
 
STANDARD II: TEACHERS ESTABLISH A RESPECTFUL ENVIRONMENT FOR A  
     DIVERSE POPULATION OF STUDENTS 
 

A. Teachers provide an environment in which each child has a positive, nurturing  
relationship with caring adults. 
Teachers encourage an environment that is inviting, respectful, supportive, inclusive, 
and flexible. 

 
B. Teachers embrace diversity in the school community and in the world. 

Teachers demonstrate their knowledge of the history of diverse cultures and their role 
in shaping global issues. They actively select materials and develop lessons that 
counteract stereotypes and incorporate histories and contributions of all cultures. 
 

http://www.ncptsc.org/�


 

 

Teachers recognize the influence of race, ethnicity, gender, religion, and other aspects 
of culture on a student’s development and personality. 
 
Teachers strive to understand how a student’s culture and background may influence 
his or her school performance. Teachers consider and incorporate different points of 
view in their instruction. 

 
C. Teachers treat students as individuals. 

Teachers maintain high expectations, including graduation from high school, for 
students of all backgrounds. Teachers appreciate the differences and value the 
contributions of each student in the learning environment by building positive, 
appropriate relationships.  

 
D. Teachers adapt their teaching for the benefit of students with special needs. 

Teachers collaborate with the range of support specialists to help meet the special 
needs of all students. Through inclusion and other models of effective practice, 
teachers engage students to ensure that their needs are met. 

 
E. Teachers work collaboratively with the families and significant adults in the lives of 

their students.  
Teachers recognize that educating children is a shared responsibility involving the 
school, parents or guardians, and the community. Teachers improve communication 
and collaboration between the school and the home and community in order to 
promote trust and understanding and build partnerships with all segments of the 
school community. Teachers seek solutions to overcome cultural and economic 
obstacles that may stand in the way of effective family and community involvement 
in the education of their students. 

 
 
STANDARD III: TEACHERS KNOW THE CONTENT THEY TEACH 
 

A. Teachers align their instruction with the North Carolina Standard Course of Study. 
In order to enhance the North Carolina Standard Course of Study, teachers investigate 
the content standards developed by professional organizations in their specialty area. 
They develop and apply strategies to make the curriculum rigorous and relevant for 
all students and provide a balanced curriculum that enhances literacy skills. 
 
Elementary teachers have explicit and thorough preparation in literacy instruction. 
Middle and high school teachers incorporate literacy instruction within the content 
area or discipline. 

 
B. Teachers know the content appropriate to their teaching specialty. 

Teachers bring a richness and depth of understanding to their classrooms by knowing 
their subjects beyond the content they are expected to teach and by directing students’ 
natural curiosity into an interest in learning. Elementary teachers have broad 
knowledge across disciplines. Middle school and high school teachers have depth in 
one or more specific content areas or disciplines. 

 
C. Teachers recognize the interconnectedness of content area/disciplines. 



 

 

Teachers know the links and vertical alignment of the grade or subject they teach and 
the North Carolina Standard Course of Study. Teachers understand how the content 
they teach relates to other disciplines in order to deepen understanding and connect 
learning for students. Teachers promote global awareness and its relevance to the 
subjects they teach. 

 
D. Teachers make instruction relevant to students. 

Teachers incorporate 21st Century life skills into their teaching deliberately, 
strategically, and broadly. These skills include leadership, ethics, accountability, 
adaptability, personal productivity, personal responsibility, people skills, self-
direction, and social responsibility. Teachers help their students understand the 
relationship between the North Carolina Standard Course of Study and 21st Century 
content which includes global awareness; financial, economic, business and 
entrepreneurial literacy; civic literacy; and health awareness. 

 



 

 

 
 
STANDARD IV: TEACHERS FACILITATE LEARNING FOR THEIR STUDENTS 
 

A. Teacher know the ways in which learning takes place, and they know the appropriate  
levels of intellectual, physical, social, and emotional development of their students. 
Teachers know how students think and learn. Teachers understand the influences that 
affect individual student learning (development, culture, language proficiency, etc.) 
and differentiate their instruction accordingly. Teachers keep abreast of evolving 
research about student learning. They adapt resources to address the strengths and 
weaknesses of their students. 

 
B. Teachers plan instruction appropriate for their students. 

Teacher collaborate with their colleagues and use a variety of data sources for short 
and long range planning based on the North Carolina Standard Course of Study. 
These plans reflect an understanding of how students learn. Teachers engage students 
in the learning process. They understand that instructional plans must be constantly 
monitored and modified to enhance learning. Teachers make the curriculum 
responsive to cultural diversity and to individual learning needs. 

 
C. Teachers us a variety of instructional methods. 

Teachers choose the methods and techniques that are most effective in meeting the 
needs of their students as they strive to eliminate achievement gaps. Teachers employ 
a wide range of techniques including information and communication technology, 
learning styles, and differentiated instruction. 

 
D. Teachers integrate and utilize technology in their instruction. 

Teachers know when and how to use technology to maximize student learning. 
Teachers help students use technology to learn content, think critically, solve 
problems, discern reliability, use information, communicate, innovate, and 
collaborate. 

 
E. Teachers help students develop critical thinking and problem-solving skills. 

Teachers encourage students to ask questions, think creatively, develop and test 
innovative ideas, synthesize knowledge and draw conclusions. They help students 
exercise and communicate sound reasoning; understand connections; make complex 
choices; and frame, analyze, and solve problems. 

 
F. Teachers help students work in teams and develop leadership qualities. 

Teachers teach the importance of cooperation and collaboration. They organize 
learning teams in order to help students define roles, strengthen social ties, improve 
communication and collaborative skills, interact with people from different cultures 
and backgrounds, and develop leadership qualities. 

 
G. Teachers communicate effectively. 

Teachers communicate in ways that are clearly understood by their students. They are 
perceptive listeners and are able to communicate with students in a variety of ways 
even when language is a barrier. Teachers help students articulate thoughts and ideas 
clearly and effectively. 



 

 

 
H. Teachers use a variety of methods to assess what each student has learned. 

Teachers use multiple indicators, including formative and summative assessments, to 
evaluate student progress and growth as they strive to eliminate achievement gaps. 
Teachers provide opportunities, methods, feedback, and tools for students to assess 
themselves and each other. Teachers use 21st Century assessment systems to inform 
instruction and demonstrate evidence of students’ 21st Century knowledge, skills, 
performance, and dispositions. 

 
 
STANDARD V: TEACHERS REFLECT ON THEIR PRACTICE 
 

A. Teachers analyze student learning. 
Teachers think systematically and critically about student learning in their classrooms 
and schools; why learning happens and what can be done to improve achievement. 
Teachers collect and analyze student performance data to improve school and 
classroom effectiveness. They adapt their practice based on research and data to best 
meet the needs of students. 

  
B. Teachers link professional growth to their professional goals. 

Teachers participate in continued, high quality professional development that reflects 
a global view of educational practices; includes 21st Century skills and knowledge; 
aligns with the State Board of Education priorities; and meets the needs of students 
and their own professional growth. 

  
C. Teachers function effectively in a complex, dynamic environment. 

Understanding that change is constant, teachers actively investigate and consider new 
ideas that improve teaching and learning. They adapt their practice based on research 
and data to best meet the needs of their students. 

 



 

 

Birth to Kindergarten 
GENERAL COLLEGE COURSES 
Course                                             Hours  Grade             ENGL 100* English Fundamentals     3       ____ 
ENGL 101** Composition                  3       ____ 
ENGL 102 Composition                      3       ____ 
ENGL Literature                     3       ____ 
ENGL Literature                                  3       ____ 
Natural Science                                    4       ____ 
Natural Science                                    4       ____ 
Foreign Language 101                         3       ____ 
Foreign Language 102                         3      ____ 
Foreign Language 201                         3      ____ 
Math 111         3      ____ 
Math 118 or 160         3      ____ 
Exercise 111 Activity         1      ____ 
Exercise 185 Wellness         2      ____ 
General Psychology 222         3      ____ 
Religion 125 Introduction                    3      ____ 
Religion 340*** Family         3       ____ 
Art/Music/Theater 131            3       ____ 
History 111         3       ____ 
History 112         3       ____ 
CUW 100        .5       ____ 
CUW 100        .5       ____ 
CUW 200                                            .5       ____ 
CUW 200                                            .5       ____ 
 

Total General College          58-61 
 
 
 
 
   *Or exemption 
* *Either exemption or equivalent placement  
***Required for Birth –Kindergarten Degree 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BIRTH-KINDERGARTEN EDUCATION COURSES 
 
Course                         Hours      Grade 
BKED 240 Dev. of Inf. & EC.        3          _____ 
BKED 250 Intro to ECE.  3         _____ 
BKED 330 Aesthetic Dev. in YC   3     _____  
BKED 340 Inclusive Practices 3     _____ 
BKED 342 Children’s Health 3     _____ 
BKED 350 Assessment of Young 
                  Children and Programs   3     _____ 



 

 

BKED 351 Preschool Curr. 3     _____ 
BKED 360 Emergent Literacy 3         _____ 
BKED 438  Methods                        3        _____ 
BKED 450  Parenting & Collab       3        _____  
BKED 456 Field Exp.                      3        _____ 
Total BKED Hours                33 hours 

  
 

EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 
 

Course                                           Hours     Grade      
Educ 221 Introduction to Education       3       ____ 
Educ 351 Elem. Educ. Curriculum         3       ____ 
Educ 373 Exceptional Children              3       ____ 
Educ 223 Psychology App. Teach.         3       ____ 
Educ 455 Ed. Tech. Found.        3       ____ 
Soci 345 Human Diversity                      3       ____ 
Educ 457 Student Teaching                    8       ____ 
 
Total Education                      26 hours   
 
Electives                                  6-9 hours 
 
Total Hours       128-132 
 
 
Total hours needed for Graduation    128      
 
 



 

 

 
 

Educational Studies 
 
 
Student’s Name: _____________________  ID #: ________________ Advisor: ____________ 
Primary Concentration: _________________ Secondary Concentration: ___________________ 
 

GENERAL COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS 
 

Course Hours Grade  Course Hours Grade 
*English    HIST 111 3    
ENGL 101 3    HIST 112 3   
ENGL 102 3    RELG 125 3  
ENGL 201, 
202, 203, 204, 
or 205   

 
3 
 

  RELG 202, 
212, 222, 224, 
236, 251, or 
340 

3  

ENGL 201, 
202, 203, 204, 
or 205  

 
3 

 

  Laboratory 
Science I 
(Biology, 
Chemistry, 
Environmental 
Science, or 
Physics.) 

4   

+Foreign   
Language 

   Laboratory 
Science II 

4   

101 or 102 3   PE 185 2  
102 or 201 3   PE Activity 1  
201 or 
Elective 

3   Art, Music, or 
Theater 131 

3  

Math 111 
 

3 
 

  Electives 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Math   
3 
 

  CUW 1 

CUW 2 

CUW 3 

CUW 4 

.5 

.5 

.5 

.5 

 
 
 
 

 

Soci 345  3 
 

     

PSYC 222 3 
 

     

 
*ENGL 100 may be waived for students with a Verbal SAT score of 450+; ENGL 101 may 
be waived for students with a Verbal SAT score of 700+ and a B average in HS English. 
 
+ To fulfill the foreign language requirement, a student must pass through 201. 
 
 
 

PROFESSIONAL STUDIES 



 

 

 
 

Course Hours Grade  Course Hours Grade 
EDUC 221 
Intro to Educ. 

3   EDUC 
 

3  

EDUC  
 

3   EDUC 3  

EDUC  
 

3   EDUC  
 

3  

EDUC  
 

3   EDUC  
. 

  

EDUC  
 

3   EDUC  
. 

   

       
AREA OF CONCENTRATION: PICK ONE AREA FOR A CONCENTRATION  
 

 
Course                       Hours                                                                         Total Program of Study 
 3      

 
 

3   General 
College 
Curriculum 

61-64  

 3   Education 
Courses 

24  

 3   Concentration 18  

 3   Electives 22-25  

 3      

  
*24 hours is required in your major area of concentration while 18 hours is required in your 
secondary area; 6 hours from your general college requirements (not factoring electives) will 
count towards these requirements. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

Elementary Education 
Student’s Name: _____________________  ID #: ________________ Advisor: ________________ 
Primary Concentration: Elementary Education    Secondary Concentration___________________ 
ENGLISH   MATH                   HISTORY 
English 100 ____   Math 111 (College Algebra) ____  HIST 111 (Western Civ. I)  ____  
English 101 ____                        Math 112+____                            HIST 112 (Western Civ. II)  ____   
English 102 ____     
English Lit. ____American I or II 
English Lit. ____British I or II 
(201/202/203/204/205) or World        
  
SCIENCE   FOREIGN LANGUAGE  PHYSICAL EDUCATION/ARTS 
Lab. Science I  ____ (4hr)  101 OR 102 ____   PE 185 (Health & Wellness) ____ 
Lab. Science II ____ (4hr)  102 OR 201 ____   PE 111/112 (Activity) 
    201               ____  ART/MUSIC/THEA 131   ____  
 
RELIGION                Campbell University Worship 
RELG 125 (Intro to Christianity ____  CUW 100  ____     
RELG  (Elective)       ____   CUW 100  ____   
(202/212/222/224/236    CUW 200  ____  
251/340)     CUW 200  ____ 
 
SOCIAL SCIENCE    EDUCATION  
Psyc 222 (Intro to Psychology)  ____       EDUC 221 (Intro to Education) ____   
Soci 345 (Human Diversity) ____              EDUC 223 (Psy. Applied toTeaching) ____ 
Govt 229 (National Government) ____    EDUC 373  (Excep. Ch.) ____                   

EDUC 351 (Elementary Curriculum) ____                       
      EDUC 355 (Writing Across the Curr.) ____                                                       
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____ 
AREA OF CONCENTRATION: PICK ONE SECONDARY AREA OF STUDY: History, English, Math, or 
Science.  THESE COURSES ARE IN ADDITION TO THE COURSES TAKEN ABOVE THE LINE.  YOU 
MUST EARN A C OR HIGHER IN YOUR CONCENTRATION AREA BOTH ABOVE AND BELOW THIS 
LINE. 
HISTORY/GOVERNMENT   ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS  MATH 
Choose three:                                      Choose two:   Choose three: 
ECON 200                           ____   ENGL    ____       MATH 204 (Geom) ____ 
F/odd 
HIST 221 OR 222 (Am.Hist)  ____   ENGL    ____   MATH 112 (Trig)  ____ 
GEOG 113 OR 114 (Geography) ____  (201, 202, 203, 204,   MATH 122 (Calc) ___(4) 
HIST (342,352, 353,            ____   205, 206, 301, 302, 303                    MATH 160 (Stat) ____ 
 354, 357) (World Hist._    419 Adolescent Lit./Fall/even) MATH212 (Logic) ____ 
HIST 331 OR 332 (NC History) ____      MATH 223 (Calc) ___(4) 
                         
SCIENCE                                            MIDDLE GRADES EXTENSION 
Choose two:     Refer to the MG Extension program of study first, then 
BIOL 101, 111, OR 215 (Biology)    ____  choose one of the concentration areas above plus: 
ENVS 111OR 112 (Environ. Sc)  ____                  EDUC 365____ 
CHEM 101 OR 111 (Chemistry)       ____              (Total min.18 hrs): _____     
       Content area Praxis II exam required for licensure     
SPECIAL EDUCATION EXTENSION 
SPED 370 Learning Disabilities           ____ 
SPED 371 BED/ADHD/AUTISM       ____   
SPED 438 Program Development        ____ 
SPED 372 Diagnosis & Assessment    ____      
Praxis II exams in Special Education 
 
ELECTIVES  14-16 hours 
Recommended Electives: ART 321, EXER 334,  

 FALL SENIOR YEAR                  SPRING SENIOR YEAR 
 
EDUC 448 (SS )  3 hr                      EDUC 401 (Ch. Lit) 2 hr           
EDUC 435 (Math) 3 hr                    EDUC 450 (Science)2 hr  
EDUC 455  (Tech.) 3 hr                  EDUC 457 (S.T.)  8 hr            
EDUC 456  (Practicum) 2 hr            
EDUC 400 (Reading)   3 hr     



 

 

 

Middle Grades’ Extension 
Will give appropriate background for a teacher with an elementary license to be able to pass the Praxis II 
exam for licensure in a middle grades content area. 
 
For all areas:  
 
___ EDUC 365: Teaching in the Middle: Should be taken     
       the Junior Year, Fall. 
 
 
In Social Studies:  General College Requirement of HIST 111 and HIST 112 plus 
 
____GOVT 229   ____HIST 221 or 222                   ____GEOG 113 or 114 
 
____ HIST 351/352/354 342, or 353/357     
 
 
In Language Arts: General College Requirements plus 
 
___ENGL 419: Young Adolescent Literature (offered in the Fall, even-numbered years) 
 
___ENGL 302   
 
___ENGL 303 
 
 
In Science: All of the following---two may be used for your General College requirements 
 
BIOL 111   ____     PHYS 221  ____         ENVS 111 or ENVS 112  ____ 
   
CHEM 111  ____                                       SCIED 454 _____(1 hr)      
 
SCIED 453  ____ (3 hr) Strongly recommended or  Science Seminar Course (1 hr) _____ 
 
 
 
In Math: General College Requirements plus 
 
____Math 111   
 
____Math 112              
 
____ Math 204: (offered Fall, odd-numbered years) 
 
____Math 160 
 
____Math 122 (4 hr) 
 
____Math 453 (2 hr) or Math 233 (4 hr) or Math 212 (3 hr)  

 
 
 



 

 

CAMPBELL UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
MIDDLE GRADES (6-9) 

 
 
Student’s Name: _____________________  ID #: ________________ Advisor: 
________________ 
Primary Concentration: ___________________ Secondary Concentration: 
___________________ 
The Middle Grades Education program is designed as a four-year plan. Additional semesters will be necessary prior to beginning the fourth year if a 
student is transferring credit hours from another university, changing majors, or does not meet established requirements in a timely manner. 
 

ENGLISH   MATH   HISTORY  SCIENCE 
English 101 ____                         Math 111 ____  HIST 111  ____  Lab. Science I  ____ 
English 102 ____   Math 112+____ HIST 112  ____  Lab. Science II ____ 
English        ____ 
English        ____ (201/202/203/204/205)    
   (Six hours from ENGL. MATH, or HIST, and 8 from SCI will count towards your Concentration Areas below.) 
                                      
RELIGION   FOREIGN LANGUAGE   PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION/ARTS 
RELG 125 ____  101 OR 102 ____    PE 185        ____  
RELG        ____  102 OR 201 ____    PE 111/112 ____ 
202/212/222/224/236  201               ____    ART/MUSIC/THEA 131   ____ 
251/340 
HUMANITIES  CUW     EDUCATION  
PSYC 222  ____  CUW 100  ____   EDUC 221  ____  
SOCI 345   ____  CUW 100  ____   EDUC 223  ____            

CUW 200  ____   EDUC 373  ____ 
CUW 200  ____   EDUC 365(Spr/Jr Yr)  _____ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
AREAS OF CONCENTRATION: PICK PRIMARY (24 hrs.) AND SECONDARY (18 hrs) AREAS OF STUDY: 
YOU MUST EARN A C OR HIGHER IN YOUR CONCENTRATION AREAS BOTH ABOVE AND BELOW 
THIS LINE. 
SOCIAL STUDIES   LANGUAGE ARTS    MATH 
(HIST 111/112 from top)   (ENGL 200’s from top)   (2 Maths from top) 
GOVT 229               ____   ENGL 302 (Fall)        ____  Math 122  ____ (4) 
HIST 221/222          ____   ENGL 303 (Spring)    ____  Math 160  ____ 
GEOG 113/114        ____   ENGL 419 (Lit./Fall-even)  ____  Math 204  ____(Fall-odd) 
HIST 351/352/354   ____   EDUC 355    ____                    Math 453  ____  (Sr, Sp.) 
342, or 353/357    Choose two of the following  Choose two:  
Choose 2 of the following:   ENGL 301/405/407/408/410/412  Math  212, 223, 331, 333,  
HIST 351/352/354   ____        431/416/417/418/419/420/424       340, 443            
342, or 353/357 or    
ECON 200                                                                                     
HIST 331/332          ____                       
   
SCIENCE              
Two from GC Requirements to include:   
BIOL 111   ____    
PHYS 221  ____       
ENVS 111/ENVS 112  ____   
CHEM 111  ____ 
SCIED 453  ____(3)     (Sr. Fall) 
SCIE 454    ____(1)                   
Choose 1 of the following:           
ENVS 111/112, PHYS 231, BIOL 202/203/205/221/226    

FALL SENIOR YEAR  SPRING SENIOR YEAR 
 
EDUC 449 (SS ONLY)    ____                      
EDUC 454  (SEMINAR)  ____                   EDUC 441 (Reading)   ____ 
EDUC 455  (TECH.)         ____                    EDUC 402 (Writing)    ____ 
EDUC 456  (Practicum)    ____   EDUC 457 (S.T.)          ____(8) 
EDUC 501 (Elective: if needed)  ___ EDUC 443           ____(1) 



 

 

K-12/Vocational/ and Secondary Education Candidate 
Worksheet 
2010-2011 

 
STAGE 1 

Freshman or Sophomore Years (6 credit hours in education and 3 credit hours in the social sciences)  
 
Course Credit 

hours  
Prerequisites/Co-requisites 
 

Offered 

EDUC 221 
Introduction to 
Education 
 
 
 

3 
(10 Hr. 
Field 
Exp.) 

None Fall, spring, summer 
 
T Th 9:30 & 11:00 

EDUC 223 
Psychology 
Applied to 
Teaching 
(Formerly 
EDUC 431) 
 

3 EDUC 221 Fall and Spring 
 
MWF 12:00 & 1:00 

 
The prerequisite courses, PSYC 222 and SOCI 345, count as the 6 hour social science requirement 
from core college curriculum. 
 
 

 
STAGE 2 

Junior Year (3 credit hours in education and 3 credit hours in the social sciences) 
 

EDUC 230 
Technology for 
the Secondary 
Teacher 

1 Prerequisite: 
EDUC 221; PSYC 222; EDUC 
223;  
 
 

Fall and Spring 

F  9:00-9:50 

EDUC 331 
Adolescents 
with 
Exceptionalities 

2 
(10 Hr. 
Field 
Exp.) 

Prerequisites: 
EDUC 221; PSYC 222; EDUC 
223 (Formerly EDUC 431) 
 

Fall, Spring 
 
MW 9:00 

 
Requirements for admission to Teacher Education: 
 
(Student must be formally admitted one (1) full semester prior to the semester of student teaching. 
To student teach in the spring semester, a student must be formally admitted to teacher education prior to 
beginning the fall semester.) 

1. Pass PRAXIS I (or have required SAT/ACT scores) 
2. Overall GPA 2.500 or higher 
3. Grade of “C” or better on all courses in the major and all education courses. 
4. Complete application for admission to Teacher Education including the content area paper and 

reflection. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
STAGE 3 

Senior Year Fall  ( 3 to 6 credit hours in education dependent on major) 
 

Course Credit 
hours  

Prerequisites/Co-requisites Offered 

EDUC 430 
Secondary/K-
12 Instructional 
Techniques 

2 Co-requisite: EDUC 432 
Prerequisites: 
EDUC 221; PSYC 222; EDUC 
223; SOCI345; EDUC 
230;EDUC 331 

Fall 
 
T Th 2:00-2:50 

EDUC 432  
Practicum 

1 Co-requisite: EDUC 430 
Prerequisites: 
EDUC 221; PSYC 222; EDUC 
223; SOCI 345; EDUC 331; 
EDUC 230  

Fall and Spring 
 
T 3:00-3:50 

Specialty Area 
Methods 

1.5-3 Prerequisites: 
EDUC 221; PSYC 222; EDUC 
223;  SOCI 345; EDUC 331; 
EDUC 230 and content courses 
as determined by the 
department 

Scheduled by department 

Stage 4 
Senior Year Spring (13 to 16 credit hours in education, dependent upon major) 

 
EDUC 441 
Literacy in the 
Content Area 
 

3 Co-requisite: EDUC 440 
Prerequisites: 
EDUC 221; PSYC 222; EDUC 
223; SOCI 345; EDUC 230; 
EDUC 331; EDUC 430; EDUC 
432; 

Spring (block) 

EDUC 440 
Secondary/K-
12 
Curriculum  

2 Co-requisite: EDUC 441 
Prerequisites: 
EDUC 221; PSYC 222; EDUC 
223; EDUC 230; SOCI 345; 
EDUC 331; EDUC 430; EDUC 
432 

Spring (block)  

Specialty Area 
Methods 

1.5-3 Prerequisites: 
 EDUC221; PSYC 222, EDUC 
223; SOCI 345; EDUC 331; 
EDUC 230; content courses as 
determined by the department 

Spring (block) 
Scheduled by department 

EDUC 458 
Student 
Teaching: 
 

8 Prerequisites: 
EDUC 221; PSYC 222; EDUC 
223; SOCI 345; EDUC 331; 
EDUC 230; EDUC 430; EDUC 
432; EDUC 440; EDUC 441; 
and specialty area methods 

Spring (last 10 weeks) 
2010 
 
Spring, 2011 will be an 8 hour course 
The seminar portion will be held T 
TH. 

 
                 Total credit hours in education are 28.5 to 31 dependent on major, and 6 hours in the social 
sciences.   



 

 

Biology with Teacher Licensure 
This program provides Initial licensure in NC to teach Biology at the high school level. 
 
Name____________________________ID No._____________________Date__________ 
 

Freshman Year 
 
First Semester Hrs. Enrolled Grade  Second Semester Hrs. Enrolled Grade 
BIOL111 Basic 
Biology          

4 _____ _____  BIOL201 Cell biology 4 _____ _____ 

ENGL101 
Composition 

3 _____ _____  ENGL102 
Composition 

3 _____ _____ 

MATH112 
Trigonom. 

3 _____ _____  MATH160 Statistics 3 _____ _____ 

HIST111 West. 
Civ. I 

3 _____ _____  HIST112 West. Civ. II 3 _____ _____ 

For. Lang. 201 3 _____ _____  PSYC222 Gen. 
Psych. 

3 _____ _____ 

CUW 0.5 _____ _____  CUW 0.5 _____ _____ 
 16.5     16.   

Sophomore Year 
 
First Semester Hrs. Enrolled Grade  Second Semester Hrs. Enrolled Grade
BIOL203 Zoology 4 _____ _____  BIOL202 Botany 4 _____ _____
CHEM111 Gen. 
Chem I 

4 _____ _____  BIOL327 Ecology 4 _____ _____

EDUC 223 
Psychology Applied to
Teaching 

3 _____ _____  CHEM113 Gen. 
Chem.II 

4 _____ _____

ENGL20_ Literature 3 _____ _____  ENGL20_ Literature 3 _____ _____
EDUC221 Intro. 
Educ.1 

3 _____ _____  EDUC230 
Technology1 

2 _____ _____

CUW 0.5 _____ _____  EDUC331 
Adolescents with 
Exceptionalities1 

2 _____ _____

 17.
5 

   CUW 0.5 _____ _____

      19.
5 

  

Take PRAXIS 1 Exam;  Apply for admission into Teacher Education Program  
 

Junior Year 
 
First Semester Hrs. Enrolled Grade  Second Semester Hrs. Enrolled Grade
CHEM227 Organic 4 _____ _____  BIOL342 Genetics 4 _____ ____ 
PHYS221 Physics I 4 _____ _____  BIOL437 Animal Phys. 4 _____ ____ 
BIOL205 Intro Bio 
Res 

3 _____ _____  PHYS222 Physics II 4 _____ ____ 

Fine Arts2 3 _____ _____  SOCI 345  Human 
Diversity 

3 _____ ____ 

PE111 activity 1 _____ _____  RELG125 Christianity 3 _____ ____ 
 15     18   



 

 

Senior Year 
 
First Semester Hrs. Enrolled Grade  Second Semester Hrs. Enrolled Grade
BIOL elective 4 _____ _____  EDUC441 Literacy 3 _____ ____ 
BIOL451 Seminar 1 _____ _____  EDUC440 Curriculum 2 _____ ____ 
SIED453 Sci 
Teaching 

3 _____ _____      

PE185 Lifetime Well 2 _____ _____  EDUC458 Stud. 
Teach.5     

8 _____ ____ 

EDUC430 Inst. 
Tech.3 

2 
  

_____ _____   13   

EDUC432 
Practicum3,4 

1 _____ _____      

RELG elective 3 _____ _____      
 16   
 
NOTES: 

1. Prior to formal admission to Teacher Education, the student, with the help of the advisor in the 
major field of study, should complete a projected course of study for the junior and senior years.  
The student and the advisor should retain a copy of this form. 

2. Student teaching will be for a minimum of ten (10) consecutive weeks (50 days) in a public school 
setting.  It is to be done following the public school schedule, i.e. spring break and holidays. 

3. All forms and information pertaining to professional education are available in the School of 
Education Dean’s Office, Room 230 Taylor Hall. 

4. Students are expected to attend the Teacher Licensure Meeting held once per semester prior to 
preregistration advisement.  (Notices are posted across campus with dates, times and location 
and advisors have this information.) 

5. Students enrolling for Spring term Practicum (EDUC432) must request placement by October 1st 
of previous term  

6. Students enrolling for Fall term Student Teaching (EDUC458) must request placement by March 
1st of previous term. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

BA IN ENGLISH WITH SECONDARY CERTIFICATION 
 
The English major requires a total of 45-48 hours in English. All of these hours may be completed with a “C” grade 
or better; some of these hours count toward the General Core Curriculum. The English/Education major must also 
take the full Professional Sequence required by the School of Education. The English credits must be distributed as: 
a. English 100 (or 450 or better SAT Verbal score), 101 (or AP credit, or 700 SAT Verbal score + a 3.5 average in 
    high school English classes) and 102 (or AP credit). 
b. English 201, 202, 203, and 204 (two will count for GCC credit and two will count in the major). 
c. BOTH OF THE FOLLOWING: 303 and 302 or 424. One of these courses will count as elective credit in i. 
d. AT LEAST THREE: of the following British period courses: 401-406. 
e. ONE American literature course: English 407 or 415. 
f. ONE course in the Twentieth Century: 408, 416, or 417. 
g. English 410 (Shakespeare). 
h. ONE of the following: 409 or 411 (Chaucer or Milton). 
i. Two electives from the upper level writing courses, or British or American literature courses. 
j. English 453 (Methods). [Note prerequisites] 
Students must consult the TWO YEAR SCHEDULE OF UPPER DIVISION COURSES to plan to take each 
required course in English. Finally, students must also follow guidelines set by the School of Education and take 
courses as their advisor requires.  
ENGLISH MATH HISTORY SCIENCE 
    
English 100 ______ MATH 111  ______ HIST 111 ______ Lab. Science I  ______ 
English 101 ______ MATH 112 or higher  ______ HIST 112 ______ Lab. Science II ______ 
English 102 ______    
English Lit 201 ______    
English Lit 202 ______    
 FOREIGN LANGUAGE   
    
RELIGION 101  ______  PHYSICAL EDUCATION/ARTS 
 102  ______    
RELG 125  ______  201  ______  PE 185        ______ 
RELG         ______ 202  ______  PE 111/112 ______ 
(202/212/222/224/236/ 
 251/340) 

 
CUW 

 ARTS/MUSIC/ 
THEA 131  ______ 

 CUW 100   ______   
SOCIAL SCIENCE CUW 100   ______   
 CUW 200   ______   
PSYC 222   ______ CUW 200   ______   
SOCI 345    ______    
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
EDUCATION ENGLISH ELECTIVES 
   
EDUC 221   _____ ENGLISH 203  ______  
EDUC 223   _____ ENGLISH 204  ______  
EDUC 230   _____ 3 PERIOD SURVEYS OF BRIT. LIT  
EDUC 331   _____ ENGLISH  _____  
EDUC 430  _____ Fall ENGLISH  _____  
EDUC 432  _____ 
EDUC 440  _____Spring 

ENGLISH  _____ 
ENGLISH 303 _____ 

 

EDUC 441 _____ Spring ENGLISH 407 OR 415 ______  
EDUC 458 _____ Spring ENGLISH 408 OR 416 OR 417 _____  
 ENGLISH 410  ______ 

ENGLISH 409 OR 411 _____ 
 

 ENGLISH 424 OR 302 _____  
 ENGLISH 453 ______  ______  



 

 

Family and Consumer Sciences with Teacher Licensure (No new majors may begin the program) 
 

Name__________________________SSN_________________Advisor__________________ID#______________ 
 

First Year 
Fall Semester      Spring Semester 
ENGL 100   3___   ENGL 101 Composition  3___ 
Natural Science   4___   Natural Science   4___ 
Foreign Language* 101  3___   Foreign Language* 102  3___ 
FCSI 111 Food Science  3___   MATH 111 or CIS 125  3___ 
Hist 111 Western Civ.  3___   Hist. 112 Western Civ.  3___ 
CUW  .5___ EXER 111  1___ 
   CUW  .5___ 
   16.5    17.5 
 

Second Year 
Fall Semester      Spring Semester 
ENGL 102   3___   ENGL Literature  3___ 
PSYC 222   3___   PSYC 260    3___ 
EXER 185   2___   RELG 125   3___ 
EDUC 221 Intro. To Educ. 3___   Art/Mus/Thea 131  3___ 
FCSI 227 Nutrition  3___   EDUC 230 Instr. Tech for Sec.  2___ 
Foreign Language* 201    3___ EDUC 331 Adoles w/ Excep  2___ 
CUW    .5___ CUW  .5___ 
      17.5     16.5 
 

Take PRAXIS I and apply for admission to Teacher Education. 
 

Third Year 
Fall Semester   Spring Semester 
ENGL Literature                 3___   SOCI 360 Gerontology  3___ 
MATH 112 or 160  3___   FCSI 401 Seminar  3___ 
SOCI 340 The Family  3___   RELG 224 Christian Ethics 3___ 
FCSI Elective   3___   FCSI 402 Prog. Admin.  3___ 
FCSI 332 Clothing Const/Text 3___   FCSI 213 Interior Environment 3___ 
FCSI 365 Family Relations  3___                       
       18          15 

        
 

Fourth Year 
Fall Semester      Spring Semester 
EDUC 223  Psyc App./ Teach. 3___   EDUC 441 Literacy   3___ 
EDUC 432 Practicum   1___   EDUC 459 S. Teach Seminar 2___ 
EDUC 430 Sec. K-12 & Voc 2___   EDUC 440 Curriculum  2___ 
FCSI 448 Occupational Educ 3___   EDUC 458 Student Teaching 6___ 
FCSI 334 Meth./Curriculum Dev 3___          13 
FCSI 445 Consumer Econ.                3___ 

   15           
 
If a student places out of a class, an elective must be taken in its place. (i.e. ENGL 100 or Foreign Language 101) 
 

A minimum of 128 Hours is required for Graduation. 
 
 
 



 

 

Foreign Language Program Description 
 
All foreign language courses above 232 may be taken in any sequence.  One foreign language literature course may 
be substituted for one English literature course.  French 440, 450, 460, 470, and 480 may be exchanged for any other 
300-level course.  Students anticipating graduate study should take these courses where possible.  
 
Guidelines:  An overload is defined as 19 semester hours or more.  To qualify to take an overload, the student must 
have a GPA of at least 2.8 and the permission of the Dean.  The student with a GPA lower than 1.8 may take no 
more than 13.5 hours.  To be admitted to the Teacher Education Program and to student teach, the student must have 
a GPA of at least 2.5. 
 
Applications and the PRAXIS:  Application to the Teacher Education Program should be made in the spring of the 
sophomore year.  Application to do student teaching should be made in the junior year.  The PRAXIS I should be 
taken in the sophomore year.  The PRAXIS II and the specialty area test should be taken in the senior year. 
 
Requirements for the Bachelor of Arts in French or Spanish: 
 
Departmental Recommendations:   
 Non-teaching majors should take 18 hours or more in a second language.  All majors must take 
mathematics and English every semester until those requirements are fulfilled. 
 A minimum of 36 hours in Spanish or 33 hours in French are required beyond the 101 and 102 courses, 
with an overall “C” or better average.  Grades below “C” will not count toward the satisfaction of the 33-hour 
requirement.  In addition, the major must have at least a 2.5 GPA in major courses.   
 Requirements for a degree with a major in French are courses 201, 202, 221, 222, 231, 232, 300, 301, 305, 
and two additional literature courses. 
 Requirements for a degree with a major in Spanish are courses 201, 202, 221, 222, 231, 232, 241, 242, 301, 
305, and 2 of three classes in 341, 343, and /or 344. 
 
The overall goals for the French and Spanish programs for majors are to graduate students who are: 

A. proficient in listening to, reading, speaking, and writing the French/Spanish language; 
B. knowledgeable about French/Spanish literature; 
C. knowledgeable about French/Spanish culture and history; 
D. appreciative of the ways of a culture other than their own; and 
E. effectiveness in solving educational problems. 
 

The overall objectives of the major in French or Spanish targeted to teacher licensure are to prepare students to: 
A. understand all aspects of the French/Spanish language well enough to be able to explain and model the 

component skills for students; 
B. teach French/Spanish literature so that it is meaningful to students and related to other areas of study such 

as history and geography; 
C. teach French/Spanish culture in such a way as to help students develop a broadened world view and an 

appreciation of the varied cultures of the world; 
D. plan, implement, and evaluate instruction in educationally sound ways; and 
E. select and use the appropriate methodologies and materials for students of different ages, interests, 

backgrounds, and needs. 
 



 

 

 
 

BACHELOR OF ARTS in FRENCH 
 
 

Student’s Name: _______________________  ID # _______________  Advisor:____________________ 
Expected Graduation Date: _______________ 
 
ENGLISH MATH HISTORY SCIENCE 
    
English 100 ______ MATH 111  ______ HIST 111 ______ Lab. Science I  ______ 
English 101 ______ (or higher) HIST 112 ______ Lab. Science II ______ 
English 102 ______ MATH 160  ______   
English Lit  ______    
English Lit  ______    
(201/202/203/204/205) FOREIGN LANGUAGE   
    
RELIGION FRENCH 201  ______  PHYSICAL EDUCATION/ARTS 
 FRENCH 202  ______    
RELG 125  ______    PE 185        ______ 
RELG         ______   PE 111/112 ______ 
(202/212/222/224/236/ 
 251/340) 

CUW  ARTS/MUSIC/THEA 131  ______ 

 CUW 100   ______   
SOCIAL SCIENCE CUW 100   ______   
 CUW 200   ______   
PSYC 222   ______ CUW 200   ______   
SOCI 345    ______    
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
   
EDUCATION FRENCH ELECTIVE   ______ 
  ELECTIVE   ______ 
EDUC 221   ______ FRENCH 221   ______ ELECTIVE   ______ 
EDUC 230   ______ FRENCH 222   ______  
EDUC 331   ______ FRENCH 231   ______  
EDUC 430   ______ FRENCH 232   ______  
EDUC 223   ______ FRENCH 300   ______  
EDUC 432   ______ FRENCH 301   ______  
EDUC 440   ______ FRENCH 305   ______  
EDUC 441   ______ FRENCH 400   ______  
EDUC 458   ______ Two additional French courses  
 Above intermediate level:  
 FRENCH   ______  
 FRENCH   ______  
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 

BACHELOR OF ARTS in SPANISH 
 
 

Student’s Name: _______________________  ID # _______________  Advisor:____________________ 
Expected Graduation Date: _______________ 
 
ENGLISH MATH HISTORY SCIENCE 
    
English 100 ______ MATH 111  ______ HIST 111 ______ Lab. Science I  ______ 
English 101 ______ (or higher) HIST 112 ______ Lab. Science II ______ 
English 102 ______ MATH 160  ______   
English Lit  ______    
English Lit  ______    
(201/202/203/204/205) FOREIGN LANGUAGE   
    
RELIGION SPANISH 201  ______  PHYSICAL EDUCATION/ARTS 
 SPANISH 202  ______    
RELG 125  ______    PE 185        ______ 
RELG         ______   PE 111/112 ______ 
(202/212/222/224/236/ 
 251/340) 

CUW  ARTS/MUSIC/THEA 131  ______ 

 CUW 100   ______   
SOCIAL SCIENCE CUW 100   ______   
 CUW 200   ______   
PSYC 222   ______ CUW 200   ______   
SOCI 345    ______    
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
   
EDUCATION SPANISH ELECTIVE   ______ 
  ELECTIVE   ______ 
EDUC 221   ______ SPANISH 221   ______ ELECTIVE   ______ 
EDUC 230   ______ SPANISH 222   ______  
EDUC 331   ______ SPANISH 231   ______  
EDUC 430   ______ SPANISH 232   ______  
EDUC 223   ______ SPANISH 241   ______  
EDUC 432   ______ SPANISH 242   ______  
EDUC 440   ______ SPANISH 301   ______  
EDUC 441   ______ SPANISH 305   ______  
EDUC 458   ______ SPANISH 400   ______  
 Two of the following:  
 SPANISH 341  
 SPANISH 343  
 SPANISH 344  
   
 
 
 



 

 

 
 

Bachelor of Science Degree In Mathematics with Teacher Licensure 
 

Student’s Name: _______________________  ID # _______________  Advisor:____________________ 
Expected Graduation Date: _______________ 
 
ENGLISH MATH HISTORY SCIENCE 
    
English 100 ______ MATH 122  ______ HIST 111 ______ Lab. Science I  ______ 
English 101 ______ MATH 223  ______ HIST 112 ______ Lab. Science II ______ 
English 102 ______    
English Lit  ______    
English Lit  ______    
(201/202/203/204/205) FOREIGN LANGUAGE   
    
RELIGION 201             ______  PHYSICAL EDUCATION/ARTS 
     
RELG 125  ______    PE 185        ______ 
RELG         ______   PE 111/112 ______ 
(202/212/222/224/236/ 
 251/340) 

CUW  ARTS/MUSIC/THEA 131  ______ 

 CUW 100   ______   
SOCIAL SCIENCE CUW 100   ______   
 CUW 200   ______   
PSYC 222   ______ CUW 200   ______   
SOCI 345    ______    
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
   
EDUCATION MATHEMATICS ELECTIVES  
   
EDUC 221   ______ MATH 224   ______ _____________   ______ 
EDUC 223   ______ MATH 333   ______                                          _____________   ______ 
EDUC 230   ______ MATH 340   ______                                          _____________   ______ 
EDUC 331   ______ MATH 341   ______                                          _____________   ______ 
EDUC 430   ______ Fall MATH 342   ______                                          _____________   ______ 
EDUC 432   ______ MATH 441   ______                                           
EDUC 440   ______ Spring MATH 443   ______                                           
EDUC 441   ______ Spring MATH 453   ______                                           
EDUC 458   ______ MATH Elective   ______                                   
 Research Course (1)   ______                             

 



 

 

 
BACHELOR ARTS- 

Music Education Track Requirements 
 
Name_______________________________ 
 
Student ID___________________________ 
 
Entering Date_________________________ 
 
Required of the GCC 
Course Hours Completed 
ENGL 100i 3  
ENGL 101 3  
ENGL 102 3  
ENGL Literature 3  
ENGL Literature2 3  
Foreign Lang. 2013 3  
Foreign Lang. 202 3  
PE 185 2  
EXER 111 1  
HIST 111 3  
HIST 112 3  
MATH 111 3  
MATH Elective4 3  
RELG 125 3  
RELG Elective 3  
PSYC 222 3  
Lab Science5 4  
CUW 100 ½   
CUW 100 ½   
CUW 200 ½   
CUW 200 ½   
TOTAL 51  

 
Required of All Music Majors 
Requirements Hours Completed 
MUSC 101 (L) 2  
MUSC 102 2  
MUSC 103 (L) 2  
MUSC 104 2  
MUSC 1326 1  
MUSC 133 1  
MUSC 201 2  
MUSC 202 2  
MUSC 203 2  
MUSC 204 2  



 

 

MUSC 221 (L) 2  
MUSC 223 (L) 2  
MUSC 267 1  
MUSC 331 3  
MUSC 332 3  
MUSC 432 3  
Minor Applied7 1  
Minor Applied 1  
Piano Guidelines8 -  
Senior Recital -  
TOTAL 34  
  
 
 
Required of All Music Education Majors 
Requirements Hours Completed 
MUSC 2639 1  
MUSC 2649 1  
MUSC 2659   1  
MUSC 2669 1  
MUSC 420 3  
MUSC 421 3  
MUSC 453     1 ½   
Major Ensemble 1  
Major Ensemble 1  
Major Ensemble 1  
Major Ensemble 1  
Major Ensemble 1  
Major Ensemble 1  
Major Ensemble 1  
Major Applied 2  
Major Applied 2  
Major Applied 2  
Major Applied 2  
 
Major Applied 2  
Major Applied 2  
Major Applied 2  
TOTAL    32 ½   
 
Required of all K-12 Education Majors 
Requirements Hours Completed 
EDUC 221 3  
EDUC 223 3  
EDUC 230 2  
EDUC 331 2  
SOCI 345  3  
PRAXIS I10 -  



 

 

Admission to SOE -  
EDUC 430       (Fall only) 2  
EDUC 43211    (Fall only) 1  
EDUC 441   (Spring Block) 3  
EDUC 440   (Spring Block) 2  
EDUC 45812   
TOTAL 29  
 
1 Students with a verbal SAT score of 450 or higher may bypass English 100. 
2A major research paper in music literature may be substituted for a second English literature course in consultation 
with the Professor of Music Literature and the Chair of the English Department. 
3 Depending on background, students may need to take remedial levels of foreign language 101 and 102. 
4 Elective must be higher than MATH 111.  Completion of MATH 122 fulfils all math requirements. 
5 Completion of MUSC 101-104 fulfills the requirement of a second lab science in the GCC. 
6 Upon consultation with faculty advisor, MUSC 131 may be substituted for MUS 132 and MUS 133. 
7 Piano majors may choose any applied minor other than piano.  Minor applied study for non-piano majors must be 
piano unless they can pass the piano guidelines proficiency without applied study.  If so, they may opt for another 
applied minor.  
8 Music majors must enroll in applied piano study until guidelines proficiency is completed. 
9 Methods courses are rotated every four semesters.  Students should begin the sequence in the sophomore year. 
10 Students with an SAT score of 1100 or higher are exempt from PRAXIS I.  Students with an SAT math score of 
550 or higher are exempt from the math portion of Praxis I, and Students with an SAT verbal score of 550 or higher 
are exempt from the verbal portion. 
11 This course is a co-requisite with EDUC 432.  Apply for a fall placement by April 1. 
12 Request for student teaching placement is due to the Director of Teacher Education by October 1 for spring 
placement. 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Health and Physical Education Teacher Education 
CHECKLIST 

CIP Code 13.1314 
Accum. Hours To Go        To Go 
Passed                                 Accum. GPA:  
(of 128)                                                     Major hrs.            _       (of 45)  _____ 
Current                  ____                           Education hrs.     ____  (of 10)    _____                     
    Total        ____   ____                          General Coll.        ____ (of 58)             
MAJOR     CORE REQUIREMENTS 
EXER 134   ____  ____  ART/THEA/MUSIC 131 ____  ____    
EXER 201   ____  ____ ENGL 101 ____  ____ 
      ENGL 102 ____  ____ 
EXER 221   ____  ____ ENGL 20_ ____  ____ 
EXER 311   ____  ____                           ENGL 20_ ____  ____ 
EXER 324   ____  ____   
EXER 325  ____  ____                            HIST 111 ____  ____ 

                      HIST 112 ____  ____ 
EXER 333  ____  ____   
EXER 334  ____  ____                            LANG 101 ____  ____ 
EXER 344  ____  ____                            LANG 10 ____  ____ 
EXER 395  ____ ____                          LANG 201 ____  ____ 
EXER 431  ____  ____     
EXER 441  ____  ____                            RELG 125 ____  ____ 
Education Courses (6 sh)   RELG  ____  ____ 
EDUC 221  ____  ____ (3 sh) 
EDUC 223  ____ _____(3 sh)   
EDUC 230  ____  ____ (2 sh)  MATH 111 ____  ____ 
EDUC 331  ____  ____ (2 sh)                 MATH 160 ____  ____ EXER Prerequisite 

 
Teacher Education Option (16 sh) BIOL 111 ____  ____ 
EDUC 430 ____  ____ (2 sh) Fall  BIOL 221 ____  ____ EXER 
Prerequisite 
EDUC 432 ____  ____ (1 sh)  
       PSYC 222 ____  ____  
Spring Teaching Block (13 sh)   SOCI 345 ____  ____  
EDUC 440    ____  ____(2 sh)     
EDUC 441    ____  ____(3 sh) CUW 100 ____  ____ 
EDUC 458    ____  ____(8 sh) CUW 100 ____  ____ 
 CUW 200 ____  ____ 
       CUW 200 ____  ____ 
Additional Graduation Requirement 
____ Praxis II PE Exam 0091 – score submitted to PETE Coordinator during final semester of senior year 

– test and registration information at http://www.ets.org/praxis/ 
Additional Teacher Education Option Requirements 
____ Praxis I Exam (taken during Spring semester of sophomore year ) or SAT score of 1100 – required 

for admission to Teacher Education Program (see advisor for more information) 
____ No grade lower than a C in a major course or in the professional education sequence (PSYC 222,  

EDUC 221, 223, 230, 331, 430, 432, 440, 441, 458.) 
____ 2.5 GPA – Required for admission to and retention in Teacher Education program 
____ Admission to Teacher Education Program – one full semester prior to student teaching 



 

 

 
B.A. – MAJOR IN HISTORY  

With Teacher Licensure (Social Studies) 
 

Student’s Name: _______________________  ID # _______________  Advisor:____________________ 
Expected Graduation Date: _______________ 
 
ENGLISH MATH HISTORY SCIENCE 
    
English 100 ______ MATH 111  ______ HIST 111 ______ Lab. Science I  ______ 
English 101 ______ (or higher) HIST 112 ______ Lab. Science II ______ 
English 102 ______ MATH 160  ______   
English Lit  ______    
English Lit  ______    
(201/202/203/204/205) FOREIGN LANGUAGE   
    
RELIGION 101 or 102  ______  PHYSICAL EDUCATION/ARTS 
 102 or 201  ______    
RELG 125  ______  201             ______  PE 185        ______ 
RELG         ______ 202            _______  PE 111/112 ______ 
(202/212/222/224/236/ 
 251/340) 

CUW  ARTS/MUSIC/THEA 131  ______ 

 CUW 100   ______   
SOCIAL SCIENCE CUW 100   ______   
 CUW 200   ______   
PSYC 222   ______ CUW 200   ______   
SOCI 345    ______    
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
EDUCATION HISTORY ADDITIONAL COURSES 
   
EDUC 221   ______ HISTORY 221   ______ ECONOMICS 201                 _____ 
EDUC 223   ______ HISTORY 222   ______ ECONOMICS 202/HIST 402 _____ 
EDUC 230   ______ 300-400 LEVEL  
EDUC 331   ______   HISTORY (US) ______ SOCIOLOGY 225   ______ 
EDUC 430   ______  Fall HISTORY (US) ______ SOCIOLOGY 345 in GCC _____ 
EDUC 432   ______ HISTORY (EUROPEAN)  ______  
EDUC 440   ______ Spring HISTORY (EUROPEAN   ______ GEOGRAPHY 113   ______ 
EDUC 441   ______ Spring HISTORY (NON-WESTERN) ____ GEOGRAPHY 114   ______ 
EDUC 459   ______ Spring HISTORY (NON-WESTERN) ____     
EDUC 458   ______ Spring HISTORY 451   ______ GOVERNMENT 229   ______ 
 HISTORY 453   ______ GOVERNMENT          ______ 
 HISTORY          ______  
   
   
   
   
 



 

 

 
 
 
 

B.S. – Major in GOVERNMENT 
With Teacher Licensure (Social Studies) 

 
Student’s Name: _______________________  ID # _______________  Advisor:____________________ 
Expected Graduation Date: _______________ 
 
ENGLISH MATH HISTORY SCIENCE 
    
English 100     ______ MATH 111  ______ HIST 111 ______ Lab. Science I  ______ 
English 101    ______ (or higher) HIST 112 ______ Lab. Science II ______ 
English 102    ______ MATH 160  ______   
English Lit     ______    
English Lit     ______    
(201/202/203/204/205) FOREIGN LANGUAGE   
    
RELIGION 101 or 102   ______  PHYSICAL EDUCATION/ARTS 
 102 or 201   ______    
RELG 125  ______  201              ______  PE 185        ______ 
RELG         ______   PE 111/112 ______ 
(202/212/222/224/236/ 
 251/340) 

CUW  ARTS/MUSIC/THEA 131  ______ 

 CUW 100   ______   
SOCIAL SCIENCE CUW 100   ______   
 CUW 200   ______   
PSYC 222   ______ CUW 200   ______   
SOCI 345    ______    
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
EDUCATION HISTORY GOVERNMENT 
   
EDUC 221   ______ HISTORY 221   ______ GOVERNMENT 229   ______ 
EDUC 230   ______ HISTORY 222   ______ GOVERNMENT 230   ______ 
EDUC 330   ______ HISTORY 451   ______ GOVERNMENT 260   ______ 
EDUC 430   ______ Fall HISTORY 453   ______ GOVERNMENT 1        ______       
EDUC 431   ______  GOVERNMENT 1        ______ 
EDUC 432   ______ Spring  GOVERNMENT 1        ______ 
EDUC 440   ______ Spring  GOVERNMENT          ______ 
EDUC 441   ______ Spring GEOGRAPHY GOVERNMENT          ______ 
EDUC 458   ______   
 GEOGRAPHY 113   ______  
 GEOGRAPHY 114   ______ ECONOMICS 
SOCIOLOGY   
  ECONOMICS 201   ______ 
SOCIOLOGY 345______GCC  ECONOMICS 202   ______ 
SOCIOLOGY      ______   

1 One course each in three of the following areas: American government, public policy & administration, 
international studies, political thought or constitutional development 
 



 

 

 
 
1Students must take one 300/400 level History classes in each of the following: U.S., European, 
Non-Western 
 
 

B.S. – Major in History  
With a North Carolina Teacher Licensure (Social Studies) 

 
Student’s Name: _______________________  ID # _______________  Advisor:____________________ 
Expected Graduation Date: _______________ 
 
ENGLISH MATH HISTORY SCIENCE 
    
English 100 ______ MATH 111  ______ HIST 111 ______ Lab. Science I  ______ 
English 101 ______ (or higher) HIST 112 ______ Lab. Science II ______ 
English 102 ______ MATH 160  ______   
English Lit  ______    
English Lit  ______    
(201/202/203/204/205) FOREIGN LANGUAGE   
    
RELIGION 101 or 102  ______  PHYSICAL EDUCATION/ARTS 
 102 or 201  ______    
RELG 125  ______  201             ______  PE 185        ______ 
RELG         ______   PE 111/112 ______ 
(202/212/222/224/236/ 
 251/340) 

CUW  ARTS/MUSIC/THEA 131  ______ 

 CUW 100   ______   
SOCIAL SCIENCE CUW 100   ______   
 CUW 200   ______   
PSYC 222   ______ CUW 200   ______   
SOCI 345    ______    
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
   
EDUCATION HISTORY GEOGRAPHY 
   
EDUC 221   ______ HISTORY 221   ______ GEOGRAPHY 113   ______ 
EDUC 223   ______ HISTORY 222   ______ GEOGRAPHY 114   ______ 
EDUC 230   ______ HISTORY 451   ______  
EDUC 331   ______ HISTORY 453   ______ ECONOMICS 
EDUC 430   ______ Fall HISTORY1         ______  
EDUC 432   ______ HISTORY1         ______ ECONOMICS 201   ______ 
EDUC 440   ______ Spring HISTORY1         ______ ECONOMICS 202   ______ 
EDUC 441   ______ Spring HISTORY           ______  
EDUC 459   ______ Spring  SOCIOLOGY 225   ______ 
EDUC 458   ______ GOVERNMENT SOCIOLOGY 345   ______ (GCC) 
   
 GOVERNMENT 229   ______  
 GOVERNMENT          ______  
   
   



 

 

 
Special Education 

 
 
Student’s Name: _____________________  ID #: ________________ Advisor: ________________ 
 
 
ENGLISH      MATH     
English 100 English Fundamentals        ____   MATH 111 College Algebra ____  
English 101 Freshman Composition I    ____   MATH 160  Elementary Statistics ____  
English 102 Freshman Compostition II  ____      
English Literature  ____ 
English Literature  ____ 
(201/202/203/204/205)   
 
HISTORY     SCIENCE 
HIST 111 Western Civilization I  ____  BIOL 101 Biology for Life ____   
HIST 112 Western Civilization II ____  ENVS 111 Environmental Science I ____     
 
                                          
RELIGION           FOREIGN                   PHYSICAL EDUCATION/ARTS 
            LANGUAGE 
RELG 125 Intro. To Christianity ____        101 OR 102 ____   PE 185 Lifetime Wellness ____  
RELG        ____                             102 OR 201 ____   PE 111/112 Activity ____ 
(202/212/222/224/236                        201               ____   ART/MUSIC/THEA 131 ____   
251/340) 
 
SOCIAL SCIENCE          CAMPBELL UNIVERSITY ELECTIVES (6-7HRS)  
       WORSHIP 
PSYC 222 Intr. to Psychology  ____       CUW 100  ____  Recommended Electives  
SOCI 345 Human Diversity   ____    CUW 100  ____  SLAD 101 Sign Language  
GOVT 229 National Government ____  CUW 200  ____  BKED 340 Inclusive  
       CUW 200  ____  Practices in Early Child. 

PSYC 325 Psyc. Disorders of 
Childhood &    
  Adolescence   

         PSYC 461 Abnormal Psyc. 
         PSYC 526 Drug Treatments 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
EDUCATION     SPECIAL EDUCATION     
 
EDUC 221 Intro to Ed. ____   SPED 372 Diagnosis and Assessment in Special Ed._____  
EDUC 223 Psyc Applied ____   SPED 370 Learning Disabilities____  
EDUC 373 or 331Excep.Ch. or Adol.____  SPED 273 Mild/Moderate Disabilities____    
EDUC 355 Teaching Writing ____   SPED 371 Interventions for BED____   
      SPED 351 Curriculum, Collaboration and Transitions ____ 
       
            
FALL SENIOR YEAR          SPRING SENIOR YEAR 
EDUC 400 Reading ____    EDUC 401 Ch. Lit. (2 hr) ____ 
EDUC 435 Math ____    EDUC 450 Science (2 hr) ____ 
EDUC 455 Tech. ____    EDUC 457 Student Teaching (8 hr)____ 
EDUC 456 Practicum ____   SPED 455 Adaptive Technology (2 hr) ____ 
SPED 438 Prog. Planning. ____ 
  



 

 

      Acceptance Process for the Teacher Education Program 
 
Undergraduate candidates who want to student teach and receive a North Carolina Initial 
teaching license must be accepted into the Teacher Education Program.  The process 
should begin during the Junior year and be completed before the beginning of the Senior 
year.  (Teaching Fellows must complete the process before the end of the Sophomore 
year.) The required steps are outlined below: 
 
1. Complete an application form which is available in the Teacher Education Handbook, 

in the School of Education office, Room 230, Taylor Hall, Blackboard for EDUC 
221, or on the Campbell School of Education web site. 

2. Have a total grade point average of 2.5. 
3. Take and pass Praxis I.  Have the scores sent to Campbell and to North Carolina 

Department of Public Instruction.  Passing scores for Praxis I (PPST): 
o Reading  176 
o Writing  173 
o Math   173 
o Or a combined total of 522 

 
o The Praxis scores can be waived with SAT/ACT scores. 
o SAT Verbal/Math combined  1100 
o ACT  combined English/Math    24 
o SAT Verbal-550     Reading and Writing test waived 
o SAT Math-550    Math test waiver 
o ACT English-24   Reading and Writing test waived 
o ACT Math-24    Math test waived 

 
 

4.  Submit a content area paper or project which earned a grade of “A” or “B” from the 
course instructor.  Include a scanned copy with the instructor’s comments.  Your 
electronic copy of the paper should include the corrections suggested by the 
instructor.   

Write a reflective essay in which you explain how the chosen artifact/project 
demonstrates your ability to think critically in the field of study.  The essay 
should be at least one page in length. 

 
Purchase a flash drive from the School of Education to use for submitting your 
content paper/project.  The flash drive will cost seven dollars and can be 
purchased in the School of Education office.  Please use cash or write a check 
payable to the School of Education 

 
Submission Format to be saved on the Flash drive: 
 Title Page 
 Content Artifact 
 Reflective Essay 
 Scanned original paper with instructor comments and grade 
 Degree Audit from Web Access 
 Leadership Activities 

 



 

 

 
A committee from the Teacher Education Program will review each application.  When 
the candidate has satisfied the requirements, a letter will be sent from the Dean’s office 
acknowledging acceptance into the Teacher Education Program. 
 
The acceptance process must be completed by August 24th to student teach in the spring 
semester and by January 15th to student teach in the fall semester. 

 



 

 

Campbell University 
School of Education 
 
Application for the Teacher Education Program 
 
Application should be made to the Teacher Education Program before the end of your junior year.  Please 
submit all of your materials before you leave for summer break.   You should receive a letter from the 
Dean advising you of your application status within one month of submitting your application. If you do 
not receive a letter, be sure to follow-up on the status of your application. 
 
SECTION I 
 
Name: _______________________________________________________________ 
 
Current Mailing Address: ________________________________________________ 
 
            ________________________________________________ 
 
Home Mailing Address:    ________________________________________________ 
 
                                         ________________________________________________ 
 
E-Mail Address:                ________________________________________________ 
 
Campbell Student Number: ______________________________________________ 
 
Phone Number:                 _______________________________________________ 
 
Teacher Education Curriculum:  (Please Check One) 
 
Elementary Education (K-6) _______        Middle Grades (6-9) ______   FCSI (7-12) _______      
 
Birth-Kindergarten __________       Secondary 9-12) _______  Physical Education (K-12)____         
 
Music (K-12) _____    Foreign Language (K-12) _____  Special Education ______ 
 
Middle Grades and Secondary Areas of Concentration:  (Please Check All That Apply) 
 
Biology/Science ____    English/LA ___    Social Studies/History ____  Mathematics _____ 
 
Complete the directions for the content area paper/project and save it on a School of Education flash 
drive. 
These components should be on the flash drive: 

- Title Page 
- Content Artifact 
- Reflective Essay 
- Scanned Original Paper with instructor comments and grade 
- Degree Audit from Web Access 
- Leadership Activities 

 



 

 

PRAXIS INFORMATION: 
 
You are permitted to make application to the Teacher Education Program without having 
completed the Praxis requirement. However, you will not be admitted before passing all sections 
of the exam, and you must do so by the start of the semester prior to the semester when you 
intend to student teach. For a student on a traditional schedule (student-teaching in the spring of 
the year) this is typically August 24th.  If you wish to student teach during the fall semester you 
need to be accepted by January 15th.  
 
Check All That Apply: 
 
 
____ I am exempt from taking the following sections of the Praxis Exam (check all that  
           apply).   SAT Verbal + Math= 1100,  ACT Combined =24:  See Charity Tart if you are 

uncertain of your scores. 
 
 ___Reading   ____Writing   ___Math 
 
____   I have taken and passed all sections of the Praxis Exam. 
 
  Date Taken: ___________________ 
 
____ I have taken the Praxis, and have passed the following sections: 
 
 ___Reading   ____Writing   ___Math 
 
 
           My plan for remediation is as follows:  (please explain what you assistance you are 
seeking) 
 
 
____   I have not taken the Praxis yet, but am planning to do so on _______________________. 
            

 
A committee will review your application and attached documentation; it must be deemed 

acceptable, and you must be exempted from or pass all sections of the Praxis I for admittance to 
the School of Education. You will be notified of the action taken in a letter from the Dean of the 

School of Education. 
 

Student Signature: ______________________________Print Name: ____________________ 
 
Date Submitted: _________________________________  
 
Please place this paperwork and your flash drive into an envelope.  
Give the envelope to Charity Tart in 230 Taylor.   



 

 

 
The Praxis Series 

 
Registration Information for 2010 
It’s faster and easier on the web! www.ets.org/praxis 
Visit the Praxis Series website to register online, access test preparation materials, and get the latest 
testing and registration information, news and more.  
 
What are the Praxis tests? Which tests should I take? 
 
The Praxis Series tests are comprised of the Praxis 1 Pre-Professional Skills Tests (PPST), which are 
designed to measure basic skills in reading, writing and mathematics; and the Praxis II Subject Tests 
which are only required for elementary education programs. The assessments are generally taken early in 
your college career. Praxis II Subject Tests are usually taken by individuals entering the teaching 
profession as part of the teacher licensing and certification process required by many states. A number of 
professional associations and organizations require these tests as one criterion for professional licensing 
decisions.  
 
Testing requirements for all states that use Praxis tests for licensure can be found on the Praxis website at 
www.ets.org/praxis/staterequirements. Please note, however, that licensure requirements are often 
complex and change frequently; therefore, we urge all candidates to check directly with the state or 
agency with which they are seeking licensure for complete details.  
 
How do I register? 

 
- Register Online for paper-based PPST and Praxis II Subject Tests using a credit or debit card. To 

register and pay by check, money order or U.S. Postal Service money order, download and 
complete the Paper-Based Test Registration Form and submit it to the address on the form with 
payment. The list information required for registration can be found on the Praxis website.  

 
- To register for a computer- based PPST using a credit or debit card, call Prometric Candidate 

Services at 1-800-853-6773 or call your test center directly. A list of test centers is available on 
the Praxis website. To register and pay by check, money order or U.S. Postal Service money 
order, complete the CBT Authorization Voucher Request form available on the website and 
submit it to the address on the form with payment.  

 
 
Emergency registration is available for test takers who need to register but have missed the regular and 
late registration deadlines. This service will guarantee test takers a seat at the test center. Please see the 
Praxis website for restrictions, fees and more information.  
Standby testing is no longer available. 
What accommodations are available for nonstandard test takers? 
 
Primary Language Is Not English (PLNE) Testing. If your primary language is not English, you may be 
eligible for PLNE accommodations, which allow candidates additional testing time. PLNE testing is not 
offered for language tests and is available only at selected centers and on selected dates. 
 
Test Takers With Disabilities. ETS is committed to serving test takers with disabilities by providing 
services and reasonable accommodations that are appropriate given the purpose of the test. Nonstandard 
testing accommodations are available for tests takers who meet ETS requirements.  
 
When will I receive my scores? 
 

http://www.ets.org/praxis�
http://www.ets.org/praxis/staterequirements�


 

 

Computer-based (CBT) Praxis 1 Tests. You can view unofficial reading and mathematics scores at the 
test center; however, because of the essay scoring process, you cannot view your writing score at the time. 
Official scores will be sent to you and your designated score recipients 10-15 days after you take the test. 
 
Paper-based (PBT) Praxis Tests. Score reports for paper-based tests will be mailed approximately four 
weeks after the test date. If you wish to obtain your scores earlier, you may use the Scores by Phone 
service, for an additional charge. More information about Scores by Phone is available on the Praxis 
website. 
 

Where can I find test prep materials? 
 
The Praxis program offers a wide array of test preparation materials created by the people who develop 
The Praxis Series tests. Find helpful general insight into the test-taking process with General Information 
and Study Tips and Reducing Test Anxiety, two free publications available in PDF format. For more test-
specific preparation, ETS offers the following: 
 
Tests at a Glance (Free) 
Tests at a Glance (TAAGs) are available for each test, and can be downloaded and printed for free from 
the Praxis website. Each TAAG includes content outlines and sample questions in each content area, with 
rationales for the best answers.  
 
Study Guides 
Comprehensive study guides for many tests are available for purchase online at www.ets.org/store.html. 
Each guide provides a combination of test preparation and practice, including: 

- Key topics and exercises to guide your study 
- Sample multiple-choice questions and answers  
- Sample constructed-response questions with actual responses from test takers 
- Test- taking strategies to maximize success 
-  

Practice Tests 
Practice tests are available for many Praxis tests. Each practice test includes an authentic paper-
based test that was given at an actual test administration. They also include: 

- The correct answers and content category for each question 
- A score conversion table so you can convert your score to a scaled score and compare your scaled 

score with your state’s passing score.  
 
Many study guides and practice tests are now available in eBook format for a reduced price and 
immediate download. To purchase test preparation materials, visit www.ets.org/store.html. 

http://www.ets.org/store.html�
http://www.ets.org/store.html�


 

 

 

Praxis Courseware available through NC LIVE 

 
The Campbell University Library website now provides access to instructional online 
courseware for students to use to prepare for the PRAXIS I test (PPST). This Learning Express 
Library courseware, available through NC LIVE, is a vital tool for anyone working towards 
professional certification on the PPST test. 
The courseware is directly aligned to the PRAXIS tests. It allows students to take two simulated 
tests in each of the following subjects: 

• Praxis I: Pre-Professional Skills Test  
• Praxis II: Early Childhood Content Knowledge Test 
• Praxis II: Elementary Education Content Knowledge Test 
• Praxis II: Middle School Content Knowledge Test 

If you are interested in using the Learning Express Library Praxis courseware on campus, make 
yourself comfortable at one of the computers in Campbell University Library.  You can also 
access our databases and Learning Express Library from off-campus by logging into the proxy 
server (https://proxy.campbell.edu/login).   
 
Once on the Campbell University Library website (www.lib.campbell.edu), access the 
courseware by: 
 

1. Choosing the Databases tab 
2. Select N under the alphabetical title index 
3. Choose the NC LIVE database 
4. Select the Career, Jobs & Test Prep link from the left hand column 
5. Select Learning Express Library 
6. Select the Occupation Practice Tests link under the heading “Learning Centers” on the left 

hand side of the page  
7. Select the Teaching link from the categories listed  
8. Click on either the PPST: Praxis I Preparation link, or the Praxis II Preparation link 
9. Click the Login to Add link to the right of your selection.  
10. Register as a new user.  We suggest using your Campbell ID# as your username and 

creating a unique password.  Please make a note of this username/password. Campbell 
University Library has no access to this information and cannot help you should you lose or 
forget your access information. 

Proceed to take the practice test 

http://www.lib.campbell.edu/�


 

 

 
Content Area Paper or Project 
 
Each of the required content area projects are briefly explained below.  Detailed instructions can 
be found in the Teacher Education Handbook and on the School of Education web site. 
 
Biology-Candidates taking BIOL 205 will complete a research project and present the results. 
 
Birth-Kindergarten-Each candidate will select an appropriate artifact or project from one upper 
level content course in Mathematics, English, Social Science, or Science.  The artifact may be a 
scholarly paper, project, presentation or original research.  
 
Elementary Education-Each candidate will select an appropriate artifact or project from one 
upper level content course in Mathematics, English, Social Science, or Science.  The artifact may 
be a scholarly paper, project, presentation or original research.  
 
English-The evidence used to demonstrate candidates’ depth of understanding and application of 
content knowledge in English comes for ENGL 410, a study of the life and works of 
Shakespeare.  There will be a research paper that will take on something akin to a single, small 
topic or a single technique of Shakespeare’s.  The course is offered in the fall semester of odd 
years (2011, 2013).  If the candidate has not completed the Shakespeare course another scholarly 
paper from an upper level English course may be submitted. 
 
Foreign Language-The evidence used to demonstrate candidates’ depth of understanding and 
application of content knowledge comes for FREN/SPAN 305, a phonetics and pronunciation 
course.  The candidate will identify and investigate a specific phonetic paradigm. 
 
Health and Physical Education-In EXER 395 each candidate will write a scholarly paper on a 
problem area and submit it to the course instructor. 
 
Mathematics-Each candidate will research a selected mathematics topic.  The candidate will 
register for a one credit hour course and be assigned a mathematics advisor who will approve the 
topic selection and will provide guidance. 
 
Middle Grades Language Arts-Each candidate will select an appropriate artifact or project from 
one upper level English course.  The artifact may be a scholarly paper, project, presentation or 
original research.  
 
Middle Grades Mathematics-Each candidate will select an appropriate artifact or project from 
one upper level content course in Mathematics.  The artifact may be a scholarly paper, project, 
presentation or original research.  
 
Middle Grades Science-Each candidate will select an appropriate artifact or project from one 
upper level content course in Science.  The artifact may be a scholarly paper, project, 
presentation or original research.  
 



 

 

Middle Grades Social Studies-Each candidate will select an appropriate artifact or project from 
one upper level content course in the Social Sciences.  The artifact may be a scholarly paper, 
project, presentation or original research.  
 
Music-In MUSC 203 candidates will be required to compose a small form composition 
emulating a classical style. 
 
Social Studies- Each candidate will select an appropriate artifact or project from one upper level 
content course in Social Studies.  The artifact may be a scholarly paper, project, presentation or 
original research.  During the student teaching semester the submitted paper will be replaced 
with a paper written in HIST 451. 
 
Special Education- Each candidate will select an appropriate artifact or project from one upper 
level content course in Mathematics, English, Social Science, or Science.  The artifact may be a 
scholarly paper, project, presentation or original research 
 



 

 

Biology 
 
1.  Name of Evidence:  Content Knowledge Project  

 
2. The directions and/or requirements for the evidence provided to the candidates. 
 

The primary objective of this course is to introduce you to the fundamental elements of scientific research in 
the biological sciences and to help you to develop the required skills for conducting research.  Although many students 
will not be concurrently participating in scientific research, the course assignments will provide opportunities for the 
application of theoretical concepts.  An underlying hope is that you will develop a better appreciation and excitement 
for the role of research in the scientific process. 

During the course, students should develop a better understanding of the scientific process and improve 
their ability to analyze data critically.  By the end of the course you should have developed the basic skills to 
perform the following tasks: 

• conduct a literature search and have a basic familiarity with the scientific literature 
• compose the basic elements of a scientific paper 
• present scientific data clearly in graphs and tables 
• discuss basic ethical issues related to biological research 
• propose and develop a basic research plan 
• produce and defend a PowerPoint research poster before an audience of peers and faculty 
• perform appropriate statistical tests on datasets using parametric and significance indicators, 

ANOVA’s, regression modeling and Chi Square. 
• understand the importance and strategies for obtaining funding  

 
The skills developed in this course, especially in the areas of data analysis, literature research, and 

presentation, should not only equip students to perform research in the biological sciences, but also should be readily 
applicable to aspects of science other than scientific research. 
             The poster presentation will function as the final evaluation of what you have learned and will replace a 
final examination.  The scientific poster will be based on a journal article of your choice.  The poster sessions will be 
held during the regularly scheduled final exam period and will require the entire period.  During the poster sessions 
you will alternate between presenting your poster and observing/evaluating the posters of your peers. 
             The poster should include these components: 
A. Poster 
      1. Clarity, logic, flow  

Components include:  
- Are the main components of the poster clearly identified quickly? 
- Do the sections flow in logical order: Header, Abstract, Intro, M&Ms, Data, Conclusions 
- Have visual cues been provided (primarily white space, positioning, sizing, headers) to guide 

the viewer quickly along the flow of material? 
- Is the flow broken by inconsistencies, erroneously positioned sections or parts of sections, or 

untitled sections that are not immediately identifiable (i.e. data is not marked as such since it 
is typically intuitively obvious)? 

      2. Appropriateness for poster presentation format  
- minimal amount of text  
- labeling appropriate overall 
- large proportion of the poster dedicated to data, but not too many figures/tables/data 
- appropriate balance of white and content (not crowded nor blank nor chunks of white space), 

uncluttered, appropriate size of lettering 
      3. Summary of Topic & References: Pocket (see directions)  

Pregrade sheet: 
- Focus of topic maintained: all articles build a theme  
- List topic and all 3 annotations  
Check during poster if time permits: pocket attached containing all 3 papers  

      4. Electronic Poster Submission  



 

 

- Emailed poster title, etc  
- Name of ppt file include student name 
- File submitted on USB drive on time  

 
B. Content  
        1. Headline  

- title fits data in poster 
- poster #  
- student name  
- “Adapted from:” with complete citation  
- affiliation: Campbell, department, major  

1.    Abstract 

  Note: the abstract & poster title are the only components that can be pasted directly from the article.  All 
other sections must be the student’s words.  If abstract was greater than 150 words, however, it must be 
trimmed 

2. Introduction or some combination of the following:  

- Hypothesis (or goal, purpose, question) 

- Brief background  

- Significance of the research 

Since the conclusions can point out significant findings, this significance should contain two 
items:  

Context: what is the application or reason this area of research is scientifically important 
Specific study: how does the current study fit into the broader context?  What about the 

proposed research makes it important to conduct? 
Justify significance of the research, even if round about or found in other sections of intro  
Significance clearly stated 

     4. Materials & Methods 
     5. Data section   

- Labeling of figures is clear  
- Focus & meaning of each figure clear  

    6. Conclusions  
- Conclusions flow from data  
- Succinctly & clearly stated without extraneous material that does not belong in conclusions  

 
C. Presentation  
     1. Clarity 
     2. Overall presentation style & confidence 
     3. Answer question/knowledgeable  
 
D. Peer Review  

Justification of ratings 
 
Other: Grammar & English Composition 

It is assumed that the poster will be free of such errors but points should be deducted w/in the sections they 
are identified or in one part of a section (e.g. background of intro for all sections of intro).   

 
 4.  How the Evidence will be Evaluated by the Institution 
 
The project will initially be graded by the content area course instructor using a common rubric. 
 
 



 

 

Birth-Kindergarten, Elementary Education, Special Education 
 
 
1.  Name of Evidence:  Content Knowledge Project  

 
2.  The directions and/or requirements for the evidence provided to the candidates. 
 
Each candidate will select an appropriate artifact or project from one of the following content areas:  Mathematics, 
English, Social Science, or Science.   The artifact/project should demonstrate a depth of content knowledge.  The 
artifact/project must be completed in an upper level course (200-400) and have a grade of B or better from the 
course instructor.  The artifact/project may include, but is not limited to a scholarly paper, problem, presentation, or 
an original research project.  The artifact/project should demonstrate a depth of understanding through the analysis 
and synthesis of the information.  The following titles suggest the type of depth required for the project:  “What are 
the Connections between Darwinism and Social Darwinism?”,  “Are there Parallels in Animal Farm to Communism 
in the former Soviet Union?”,  “How was the American Revolution reflected in the Writings of Washington 
Irving?”. 
 
The Content Knowledge Project should meet the following requirements: 

• Include a 5-7 page original, scholarly paper focusing on a specific topic in the content area.  
• Analyze the information demonstrating a deep understanding of the topic and a thorough awareness of the 

subject of study. 
• Include a review of literature from at least 5 scholarly sources not including the textbook or general 

websites.  Synthesize the information gathered from the scholarly sources into your original premise.  Cite 
the sources correctly using the content appropriate style guide such as MLA, APA, or Turabian. 

• Write a reflective essay that explains how the chosen artifact/project demonstrates depth and rigor in the 
field of study.   

• The project should be typed and free of spelling and grammar errors. 
 
The Content Knowledge Project should be professional in nature and easy to navigate as uploaded to the 
professional portfolio (MyExpo) on Blackboard.  The submitted project will include these sections: 

• A title page, introduction to the project, and reference page 
• The content artifact with final remarks and grade from the course instructor 
• The Reflective essay 
 

The project will be included in the application packet for admittance into the Teacher Education program.  A 
committee from the Professional Education department will review all submissions with a common rubric.  If the 
project does not meet the stated standard for depth and rigor, it will be returned and the candidate will be given the 
opportunity to correct the submission. 

 
3.  How the Evidence Specifically Addresses the Descriptors for which it is Cited 

3b.  Teachers know the content appropriate to their teaching specialty. 

1. Demonstrates an appropriate level of content knowledge in the teaching specialty.   
The Content Knowledge project requires each candidate to research an area of interest with rigor and high 
expectations.  The information will be presented in a professional manner. 

 
4.  How the Evidence will be Evaluated by the Institution 
 
The project has two levels of evaluation. The project will initially be graded by the content area course instructor.  
The candidate will write a reflection on the project and explain how the project is a demonstration of the candidates’ 
ability to write a scholarly paper.  A committee within the Professional Education department will score the Content 
Knowledge Project with a common rubric to verify rigor and depth of knowledge in the content area.  
 
 
 
 



 

 

English 
 
1.  Name of Evidence:  Content Knowledge Project   
This paper will be submitted in the application for Teacher Education and in the Student Teaching portfolio.  If a 
candidate has not completed the Shakespeare course before submitting his/her application to Teacher Education, the 
directions for the Middle Grades Language Arts paper should be followed for the application.  The Shakespeare 
paper would still be required for the Student Teaching portfolio. 
 
The evidence used to demonstrate candidates’ depth of understanding and application of content knowledge in 
English comes from English 410, a study of the life and works of Shakespeare. 
 
2.  The directions and/or requirements for the evidence provided to the candidates. 
   A study of representative Shakespeare plays, criticism of his plays, Elizabethan theater, and the history of 
the period.  The ultimate point in this class, then, is for you to attempt to see Shakespeare’s art as an accurate 
reflection of his times and the powerful, dramatic ambiguity of his mind.  Secondarily, it is to see how this mind and 
art illuminates the mind and art of our own times. 

There will be a 15 (minimum) page, research paper that will take on something akin to a single, small topic or a 
single technique of Shakespeare's.  The paper must be focused, narrow, well-written, free from grammatical error, 
and without biographical "stuff" or any other kind of fluff and filler. The paper will count about 30% of the grade. 
 

To improve analysis and critical reading and thinking skills by writing about and discussing the readings. I.4.1 
Students will be able to comprehend various linguistic, compositional elements and processes leading from a 
topic sentence to a conclusion. 
 III.2.3. Students will be able to construct well-supported, clearly articulated, and sustained arguments based 
on evidence.  
 IV. 1.1 Students will learn to write an essay with a focused purpose. 
IV.1.2. Students will be able to support an essay’s purpose with a logical and organized sequence of ideas and 
evidence. 
 IV.1.3 Students will be able to use the proper level of diction for the subject and audience of their essay. 
 IV.1.5 Students will learn to minimize errors in spelling.  
 IV.1.6. Students will learn the basic computer software applications which can aid their essay’s presentation 
IV.1.2. Students will be able to support an essay’s purpose with a logical and organized sequence of ideas and 
evidence.  
 

3)  How the evidence specifically addresses the descriptors for which it is cited in Sections I and II: 
The different components of the evidence collected in the Shakespeare course address the following Professional 
Teaching Standards: 
 
STANDARD 3b:  Teachers know the content they teach. 

1.  Demonstrates an appropriate level of content knowledge in the teaching specialty. 
By completing the essay, candidates will read and think critically about a variety of texts.  Candidates will go 
through the steps of the writing process from brainstorming and early drafting to a final relatively error-free copy.  
During completion of the Shakespeare essay, candidates will integrate a series of technological tools.  They will 
explore databases and academic resources for their research.  They will preserve their work on electronic format. 
   
4.  How the Evidence will be Evaluated by the Institution 
 
The project will initially be graded by the content area course instructor using a common rubric. 
 
A rubric for this paper will take into account how well the student displays and uses an understanding of: 

• the mileau in which Shakespeare lived 
• the language(s) Shakespeare uses 
• an understanding of dramatic conventions and their interplay  
• with Shakespeare’s mileau. 
• the notion of literature of the 16th century 
• an overall sense of Shakespeare’s mind and oeuvre. 

 



 

 

 
Foreign Language 
1. Name of Evidence:  Content Knowledge Project  
2. The directions and/or requirements for the evidence provided to the candidates. 
 
The evidence used to demonstrate candidates’ depth of understanding and application of content knowledge in 
Foreign Languages comes from French 305 or  Spanish 305, a Phonetics and Pronunciation course, in each 
language. 
Instructions to the students: 
You will collect and chart your progress on pronunciation of the target language through a series of recordings of 
your own voice. By midterm you should identify a specific phonetic paradigm you wish to investigate further and 
write a research paper about it. Your final project will include your recordings and the research paper. 
 
THE COURSE 
This is a course designed to focus on issues of phonetics and pronunciation in the target language, through the 
analysis of linguistic theory and its application in phonological rules of the Spanish and French languages. This 
course (both in the Spanish and the French version) provides a capstone-like experience, in conjunction with an 
Advanced Grammar and Composition course, both of which are a requirement for the program. Candidates will 
typically take this course in their third year of the program, after they have completed more general language 
courses and have had the chance to improve their fluency in the language through conversation and literature 
courses. 
 
THE PROJECT 
Students in this course will complete a course portfolio with the following elements: 
-Pronunciation: students will record their progress in pronunciation in the target language. Students will complete a 
series of recordings, identifying specific sounds and phonemes that are more challenging for English speakers in 
general and for each student in particular. 
-Phonetics: students will write a research paper identifying the importance of a phonetic paradigm in the target 
language. The topic will be of a personal choice, based on in-class discussions and the results of their own 
diagnostic pronunciation exercises.  
 
The project emphazises the benefit of constant and progressive assessment: self-assessment and instructor-led, 
formative assessment. Candidates will work with technology to create and build 21st century content and skills that 
are contextualized, adaptable and relevant to their own performance as speakers of a second language.  
 
The project will be included in the application packet for admittance into the Teacher Education program. 

 
3.  How the Evidence Specifically Addresses the Descriptors for which it is Cited 

3b.  Teachers know the content appropriate to their teaching specialty. 

2. Demonstrates an appropriate level of content knowledge in the teaching specialty.   
The Content Knowledge project requires each candidate to research an area of interest with rigor and high 
expectations.  The information will be presented in a professional manner. 

 
4.  How the Evidence will be Evaluated by the Institution 
 
The project will initially be graded by the content area course instructor.  The student will write a reflection on the 
project and explain how it aligns with the state teaching and content area standards.  A committee within the 
Professional Education department will score the Content Knowledge Project with a common rubric.  



 

 

 
Health and Physical Education 
 
1.  Name of Evidence:  Content Knowledge Project  

 
2.  The directions and/or requirements for the evidence provided to the candidates. 
 

EXER 395 Content Knowledge Project is a new course taken by Health and Physical Education Teacher 
Education candidates during the fall semester of the junior year. The course was added to the Health and Physical 
Education Teacher Education Program to give the Health and Physical Education Program Director a desirable level 
of control over the evidence that teacher education candidates may submit to satisfy Standard 3b.2. In fact, the 
course learning outcomes specify that the candidate will “produce a project suitable to submit as evidence that he or 
she has satisfied the NC Teacher Education Standard 3b.2 requiring the student to provide ‘evidence that 
demonstrates candidate depth of understanding and application of content knowledge in the specialty area.’”  

Health and Physical Education Teacher Education candidates have the option of completing the EXER 395 
course project during the fall semester or opting for a grade of Incomplete Continuing while he or she delays the 
project until the spring semester or chooses to complete the project over the course of two semesters. Regardless, the 
teacher education candidate should complete the content knowledge project by the end of the junior year. 

In EXER 395, the candidate will submit to the instructor (the Health and Physical Education Program 
Director) a proposal detailing the problem or area to be studied and a preliminary list of resources needed to 
complete the study. The instructor must approve the proposal before the student can move on to the next step. The 
second step involves gathering a portfolio of materials related to the study or project. The folio may include a 
variety of primary and secondary resources.  Examples of these materials include bibliographies, references, 
citations, copies of articles, tapes of interviews, lists of web sites, copies of letters and email, or any materials related 
to the candidate’s study. From the materials gathered in the portfolio, the candidate will write a paper on the 
problem or submit a project using a scholarly format. The final paper or project must be suitable for electronic 
upload and storage. 

 
4.  How the Evidence will be Evaluated by the Institution 
 

The final paper or project will be graded by the course instructor using a common rubric. Elements that will 
be evaluated in the rubric include the following: 

o Did the candidate propose a thoughtful, creative paper, product, or project that displays an in-depth 
understanding and application of an aspect of health and/or physical education that engaged him or her 
in a challenging or provocative research, study, or project? (The paper or project should break new 
ground for the candidate and contribute to his or her knowledge in a focused, specific area. In addition, 
the project or paper should be in some way applicable to twentieth century skills and learning.) 

o Did the candidate gather information from a balanced variety of high quality relevant sources? Primary 
sources should be included where appropriate. (Copies of all primary and secondary sources are to be 
included in the portfolio.) 

o Did the candidate develop an appropriate structure for communicating his or her paper, project, or 
product? Was the candidate’s paper, product or project was presented logically and creatively – was it 
well organized with smooth transitions? 

o Did the candidate carefully analyze the information collected? Were appropriate and creative 
applications made? Were appropriate and inventive conclusions drawn? Were applications and/or 
conclusions supported by evidence? 

o Did the candidate document all sources, including visuals, sounds, and animations. Were the sources 
properly cited, both in-text/in-product and on Works-Cited/Works-Consulted pages/slides/etc? 

o Did the candidate effectively and creatively use appropriate communication tools to convey his or her 
depth of understanding and application of content knowledge to learning in the twentieth century?  

 
 



 

 

Mathematics 
 
1.  Name of Evidence:  Content Knowledge Project  
 
2)  The specific directions and/or requirements for the evidence provided to the candidates: 
 
Either the spring semester of the junior year or the fall semester of the senior year, a candidate will research a 
selected mathematics topic/problem of his/her choice, provide a detailed explanation, demonstrate an understanding 
of the topic/problem, and include relevant examples/applications.  The candidate will register for a 1 credit hour 
course and be assigned a mathematics advisor who will approve or modify the topic selection.  Together, the 
candidate and advisor will complete a timeline for consultation appointments; including guidance for research, 
reviewing outlines, submission of rough drafts of the paper, completion and presentation of the final product.  
 
3)  How the evidence specifically addresses the descriptors for which it is cited in Sections I and II: 
 
The research paper will demonstrate a depth of understanding and provide relevant examples/applications of a 
specific mathematics topic/problem selected by the candidate and agreed upon by a mathematics advisor.  The 
research must be 21st century, authentic, performance-based, rigorous, and requires the application of a candidate’s 
knowledge and skills in mathematics.  The paper must be well-organized, coherent, cohesive, clear, and specific to 
the selected topic/problem.  The candidate should use and document a variety of sources appropriate to the 
topic/problem.  Ideas relevant to the topic/problem should be supported with detailed information and examples. 
 
4) How the evidence is/will be evaluated by the institution.  
 
The project will initially be graded by the content area course instructor using a common rubric. 
 

• 30%  Demonstration of depth/application of knowledge to include critical thinking, analysis, synthesis, etc 
• 10%  Broadness and appropriate use of sources 
• 10%  Attendance of consultation appointments and meeting agreed upon deadlines for various stages of the 

project 
• 50%  Final product and presentation 

-  Specific and clear explanation of the topic 
-  Well-organized and understandable 
-  Mathematically accurate 
-  Appropriate and sufficient examples/application 

 
  
 



 

 

Middle Grades English Language Arts 
 
1.  Name of Evidence:  Content Knowledge Project  

 
2.  The directions and/or requirements for the evidence provided to the candidates. 
 
Each candidate will select an appropriate artifact or project from one English course.   The artifact/project should 
demonstrate a depth of content knowledge.  The artifact/project must be completed in an upper level course (200-
400) and have a grade of B or better from the course instructor.  The artifact/project may include, but is not limited 
to a scholarly paper, problem, presentation, or an original research project.  The artifact/project should demonstrate a 
depth of understanding through the analysis and synthesis of the information.  The following titles suggest the type 
of depth required for the project:  “Are there Parallels in Animal Farm to Communism in the former Soviet Union?”,  
“How was the American Revolution reflected in the Writings of Washington Irving?”, “How is Puritanism 
Expressed through the Writings of Anne Bradstreet?”. 
 
The Content Knowledge Project should meet the following requirements: 

• Include a 5-7 page original, scholarly paper focusing on a specific topic in the content area.  
• Analyze the information demonstrating a deep understanding of the topic and a thorough awareness of the 

subject of study. 
• Include a review of literature from at least 5 scholarly sources not including the textbook or general 

websites.  Synthesize the information gathered from the scholarly sources into your original premise.  Cite 
the sources correctly using  MLA. 

• Write a reflective essay that explains how the chosen artifact/project demonstrates depth and rigor in the 
field of study.   

• The project should be typed and free of spelling and grammar errors. 
 
The Content Knowledge Project should be professional in nature and easy to navigate as uploaded to the 
professional portfolio (MyExpo) on Blackboard.  The submitted project will include these sections: 

• A title page, introduction to the project, and reference page 
• The content artifact with final remarks and grade from the course instructor 
• The Reflective essay 
 

The project will be included in the application packet for admittance into the Teacher Education program.  A 
committee from the Professional Education department will review all submissions with a common rubric.  If the 
project does not meet the stated standard for depth and rigor, it will be returned and the candidate will be given the 
opportunity to correct the submission. 

 
3.  How the Evidence Specifically Addresses the Descriptors for which it is Cited 

3b.  Teachers know the content appropriate to their teaching specialty. 

3. Demonstrates an appropriate level of content knowledge in the teaching specialty.   
The Content Knowledge project requires each candidate to research an area of interest with rigor and high 
expectations.  The information will be presented in a professional manner. 

 
4.  How the Evidence will be Evaluated by the Institution 
 
The project has two levels of evaluation. The project will initially be graded by the content area course instructor.  
The candidate will write a reflection on the project and explain how the project is a demonstration of the candidates’ 
ability to write a scholarly paper.  A committee within the Professional Education department will score the Content 
Knowledge Project with a common rubric to verify rigor and depth of knowledge in the content area.   
 



 

 

Middle Grades Mathematics 
 
1.  Name of Evidence:  Content Knowledge Project  
2.  The directions and/or requirements for the evidence provided to the candidates. 
 
Each candidate will select an appropriate artifact or project from one Math course.   The artifact/project should 
demonstrate a depth of content knowledge.  The artifact/project must be completed in an upper level course (200-
400) and have a grade of B or better from the course instructor.  The artifact/project may include, but is not limited 
to a scholarly paper, problem, presentation, or an original research project.  The artifact/project should demonstrate a 
depth of understanding through the analysis and synthesis of the information. 
 
The Content Knowledge Project should meet the following requirements: 

• Include a 5-7 page original, scholarly paper focusing on a specific topic in the content area.  
• Analyze the information demonstrating a deep understanding of the topic and a thorough awareness of the 

subject of study. 
• Include a review of literature from at least 5 scholarly sources not including the textbook or general 

websites.  Synthesize the information gathered from the scholarly sources into your original premise.  Cite 
the sources correctly using the content appropriate style guide such as MLA, APA, or Turabian. 

• Write a reflective essay that explains how the chosen artifact/project demonstrates depth and rigor in the 
field of study.   

• The project should be typed and free of spelling and grammar errors. 
 
The Content Knowledge Project should be professional in nature and easy to navigate as uploaded to the 
professional portfolio (MyExpo) on Blackboard.  The submitted project will include these sections: 

• A title page, introduction to the project, and reference page 
• The content artifact with final remarks and grade from the course instructor 
• The Reflective essay 
 

The project will be included in the application packet for admittance into the Teacher Education program.  A 
committee from the Professional Education department will review all submissions with a common rubric.  If the 
project does not meet the stated standard for depth and rigor, it will be returned and the candidate will be given the 
opportunity to correct the submission. 

 
3.  How the Evidence Specifically Addresses the Descriptors for which it is Cited 

3b.  Teachers know the content appropriate to their teaching specialty. 

4. Demonstrates an appropriate level of content knowledge in the teaching specialty.   
The Content Knowledge project requires each candidate to research an area of interest with rigor and high 
expectations.  The information will be presented in a professional manner. 

 
4.  How the Evidence will be Evaluated by the Institution 
 
The project has two levels of evaluation. The project will initially be graded by the content area course instructor.  
The candidate will write a reflection on the project and explain how the project is a demonstration of the candidates’ 
ability to write a scholarly paper.  A committee within the Professional Education department will score the Content 
Knowledge Project with a common rubric to verify rigor and depth of knowledge in the content area.   
 



 

 

Middle Grades Science 
 
1.  Name of Evidence:  Content Knowledge Project  

 
2.  The directions and/or requirements for the evidence provided to the candidates. 
 
Each candidate will select an appropriate artifact or project from one Science course.   The artifact/project should 
demonstrate a depth of content knowledge.  The artifact/project must be completed in an upper level course (200-
400) and have a grade of B or better from the course instructor.  The artifact/project may include, but is not limited 
to a scholarly paper, problem, presentation, or an original research project.  The artifact/project should demonstrate a 
depth of understanding through the analysis and synthesis of the information.   
 
The Content Knowledge Project should meet the following requirements: 

• Include a 5-7 page original, scholarly paper focusing on a specific topic in the content area.  
• Analyze the information demonstrating a deep understanding of the topic and a thorough awareness of the 

subject of study. 
• Include a review of literature from at least 5 scholarly sources not including the textbook or general 

websites.  Synthesize the information gathered from the scholarly sources into your original premise.  Cite 
the sources correctly using the content appropriate style guide such as MLA, APA, or Turabian. 

• Write a reflective essay that explains how the chosen artifact/project demonstrates depth and rigor in the 
field of study.   

• The project should be typed and free of spelling and grammar errors. 
 
The Content Knowledge Project should be professional in nature and easy to navigate as uploaded to the 
professional portfolio (MyExpo) on Blackboard.  The submitted project will include these sections: 

• A title page, introduction to the project, and reference page 
• The content artifact with final remarks and grade from the course instructor 
• The Reflective essay 
 

The project will be included in the application packet for admittance into the Teacher Education program.  A 
committee from the Professional Education department will review all submissions with a common rubric.  If the 
project does not meet the stated standard for depth and rigor, it will be returned and the candidate will be given the 
opportunity to correct the submission. 

 
3.  How the Evidence Specifically Addresses the Descriptors for which it is Cited 

3b.  Teachers know the content appropriate to their teaching specialty. 

5. Demonstrates an appropriate level of content knowledge in the teaching specialty.   
The Content Knowledge project requires each candidate to research an area of interest with rigor and high 
expectations.  The information will be presented in a professional manner. 

 
4.  How the Evidence will be Evaluated by the Institution 
 
The project has two levels of evaluation. The project will initially be graded by the content area course instructor.  
The candidate will write a reflection on the project and explain how the project is a demonstration of the candidates’ 
ability to write a scholarly paper.  A committee within the Professional Education department will score the Content 
Knowledge Project with a common rubric to verify rigor and depth of knowledge in the content area.   
 



 

 

Middle Grades Social Studies 
 
1.  Name of Evidence:  Content Knowledge Project  
2.  The directions and/or requirements for the evidence provided to the candidates. 
 
Each candidate will select an appropriate artifact or project from one Social Science course.   The artifact/project 
should demonstrate a depth of content knowledge.  The artifact/project must be completed in an upper level course 
(200-400) and have a grade of B or better from the course instructor.  The artifact/project may include, but is not 
limited to a scholarly paper, problem, presentation, or an original research project.  The artifact/project should 
demonstrate a depth of understanding through the analysis and synthesis of the information.  The following titles 
suggest the type of depth required for the project:  “Does Executive Privilege have Limits?”, “Are there Parallels in 
Animal Farm to Communism in the former Soviet Union?”,  “How was the American Revolution reflected in the 
Writings of Washington Irving?”. 
 
The Content Knowledge Project should meet the following requirements: 

• Include a 5-7 page original, scholarly paper focusing on a specific topic in the content area.  
• Analyze the information demonstrating a deep understanding of the topic and a thorough awareness of the 

subject of study. 
• Include a review of literature from at least 5 scholarly sources not including the textbook or general 

websites.  Synthesize the information gathered from the scholarly sources into your original premise.  Cite 
the sources correctly using the content appropriate style guide such as MLA, APA, or Turabian. 

• Write a reflective essay that explains how the chosen artifact/project demonstrates depth and rigor in the 
field of study.   

• The project should be typed and free of spelling and grammar errors. 
 
The Content Knowledge Project should be professional in nature and easy to navigate as uploaded to the 
professional portfolio (MyExpo) on Blackboard.  The submitted project will include these sections: 

• A title page, introduction to the project, and reference page 
• The content artifact with final remarks and grade from the course instructor 
• The Reflective essay 
 

The project will be included in the application packet for admittance into the Teacher Education program.  A 
committee from the Professional Education department will review all submissions with a common rubric.  If the 
project does not meet the stated standard for depth and rigor, it will be returned and the candidate will be given the 
opportunity to correct the submission. 

 
3.  How the Evidence Specifically Addresses the Descriptors for which it is Cited 

3b.  Teachers know the content appropriate to their teaching specialty. 

6. Demonstrates an appropriate level of content knowledge in the teaching specialty.   
The Content Knowledge project requires each candidate to research an area of interest with rigor and high 
expectations.  The information will be presented in a professional manner. 

 
4.  How the Evidence will be Evaluated by the Institution 
 
The project has two levels of evaluation. The project will initially be graded by the content area course instructor.  
The candidate will write a reflection on the project and explain how the project is a demonstration of the candidates’ 
ability to write a scholarly paper.  A committee within the Professional Education department will score the Content 
Knowledge Project with a common rubric to verify rigor and depth of knowledge in the content area.    



 

 

Music 
 
1.  Name of Evidence:  Ternary Composition Project  

 
2.  The directions and/or requirements for the evidence provided to the candidates. 
 
In MUSC 203 candidates will be required to compose a small form composition emulating classical style 
(continuous ternary form).  MUSC 203 is the final course of music theory for music education candidates.  The 
project will amalgamate the content knowledge of four progressive semesters of theory study.  The composition will 
be 20-24 measures in length demonstrating competence in harmony, melody, rhythm, modulation, basic 
contrapuntal devices, small forms and historical style.   
 
 3. How the Evidence will be Evaluated by the Institution 
The project will initially be graded by the content area course instructor using a common rubric. 
 
MUSC 203 
Ternary Project 

Failed to Met  
Competency 

Met 
Competency  

Exceeded 
Competency  

 
Comments 

Concepts of Harmony 
  *Progression 
  *Cadences 
 

    

Concepts of Melody 
  *Parallel Structure 
  *Contour 
 

    

Concepts of Rhythm 
  *Composite 
  *Harmonic 
 

    

Concepts of Modulation 
  *Common Chords 
  *Tonal Relationships 
 

    

Concepts of Counterpoint 
  *Motif 
  *Sequence 
 

    

Concepts of Form 
  *Marco-Rhythmic 
  *Macro-Tonal 
 

    

Concepts of Style 
  *Texture 
  *Historical 
 

    

 



 

 

 
Social Studies 
 
1.  Name of Evidence:  Content Knowledge Project  
     This project will be put into the Student Teaching portfolio.  The content paper required for submission with the 
Teacher Education application is described in the Middle Grades Social Studies section. 

 
2.  The directions and/or requirements for the evidence provided to the candidates. 
 
Each student will choose a particular topic (see below) for paper.  Every student will make an oral presentation 
which reflects at least 200 pages of outside reading relating to their own area of interest.  You will identify what 
materials you read in your presentation.   At the end of the semester, the student will submit paper based on the 
readings.  It must contain substantial primary source materials. 
 
Potential topics might include the following: 
     1)  The Inquisition and the Jews (Spain, Portugal, or Italy) 
     2)  The Expulsion of the Jews (from any particular country) 
     3)  Converted  Jews and Their Position in Society 
     4)  Anti-Semitism During the Protestant Reformation 
     5) The Catholic Reformation and Its Approach to Jews 
     6)  Growth of Jewish Communities in Poland, 1500-1750 
     7)  Jewish Economic Life in Any One Country During the Early Modern Period 
     8)  Jews and the Thirty Years War 
     9)  Anti-Semitism in the Seventeenth Century 
   10)  Jewish Community Life, 1450-1750 
   11)  Jews and Their Position During the Eighteenth Century Enlightenment 
   12)  The French Revolution and the Jews 
   13)  The Creation of the Pale of Settlement in Russia 
   14)  Nineteenth Century Emancipation and Assimilation on the Part of the Jews in Any 
           Particular Country 
   15)  Jews and the Industrial Revolution 
   16)  Nineteenth Century Anti-Semitism 
   17)  Twentieth Century Anti-Semitism Preceding the Holocaust 
   18)  Twentieth Century Anti-Semitism Following the Holocaust 
   19)  Biography of a Prominent European Jewish Figure or Figures 
   20)  Your Own Topic (Instructor Approval Mandated!)   
   
  WRITING YOUR SEMINAR PAPER 

1. How many pages should it be?  A minimum of 25 (excepting bibliography) 
2. How many sources should it contain?  A minimum of 20 
3. How much of the material should be primary sources?  This will vary from paper to paper, but you must 

include some evidence that you have included primary documents as a substantial component of your 
research.  Here are some good websites to consult: 
American Jewish Archives 
(www.americanjewisharchives.org) 
Center for Jewish Art, Hebrew University of Jerusalem 
(www.hum,huji.ac.il/cja) 

       Holocaust History Project 
       (www.holocaust-history.org) 

Internet Jewish History Sourcebook, Fordham University 
(www.fordham.edu/halsall/jewish/jewishsbook.html.) 
Jewish Heritage Society 
(www.jewish-heritage.org) 
Jewish History Resource Center, Hebrew University of Jerusalem 
(www.hum.huji.ac.il/dinur)      

      Leo Baeck Institute 
      (www.leobaeck.org)    
     Also consider Paul Mendes-Flores, The Jew in The Modern World: A  

http://www.hum,huji.ac.il/cja�
http://www.holocaust-history.org/�
http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/jewish/jewishsbook.html�
http://www.jewish-heritage.org/�


 

 

    Documentary History 
4. How do you synthesize information? 

“Secondary sources form the skeleton upon which you hang the primary sources.”  The secondary source 
knowledge you have enables you to analyze the primary sources intelligently. Writing history involves 
 more than “scissors and paste.”  You must look at the documents critically and assess them within the 
context of the time in which they were written. 

5. How does one write well? 
You can consult the GHJ Department’s Guide for Written Work on the Government website 
(www.campbell.edu/coas/government/guide04.pdf).  Generally I look for sentences without fluff but  
I don’t want “choppy” phrasing either.  You should use quotes and the passive voice sparingly.  As far as 
differentiating between a quote or paraphrase, make a concerted effort to paraphrase whenever possible; it 
makes for far better reading.   You should use Turabian or the Chicago Manual of Style for citation 
purposes.  DO NOT USE APA or parenthetical citations! Be consistent!  

     
4.  How the Evidence will be Evaluated by the Institution 
 
The project will initially be graded by the content area course instructor using a common rubric. 

http://www.campbell.edu/coas/government/guide04.pdf�


 

 

  
 
 

Campbell University 
Practicum Experiences 

 
The practicum is a pre-student teaching experience.  It is of shorter duration and the level of 
competence expected is less than for student teaching; however, it is a critical developmental 
experience for the prospective teacher.  Generally students participate in one of three types of 
experiences. 
 
50 – HOUR EXPERIENCE 
The experience is designed for students pursuing licensure in secondary areas (English, Social 
Studies, Mathematics, Biology), K-12 areas (Music, Exercise Science, Second Languages: 
Spanish, French), Vocational (FCSI), as well as those students who are earning A- level 
licensure as part of the A Plus Masters program in elementary education or middle grades 
education.  The student is expected to engage in three types of activities: observation of the 
cooperating teacher as well as other teachers in the school; assisting the cooperating teacher; and 
teaching.  A minimum of ten hours of teaching must be performed.  In order to classify activities 
as teaching the student must plan, implement and evaluate the learning activities. 
 
 
100 - HOUR EXPERIENCE 
This experience is designed for undergraduate students pursuing licensure in B-K, Elementary 
Education (K-6), Middle Grades Education (6-9), or Special Education.  The student, under the 
leadership of the cooperating teacher, is expected to engage in three types of activities: 
observation of the cooperating teacher and other teachers in the school; assisting the cooperating 
teacher; and teaching.  A minimum of 35 hours of teaching must be performed.  In order to 
classify activities as teaching the student must plan, implement and evaluate the learning 
activities. 
 
 
 
 



 

 

REQUEST FOR PRACTICUM PLACEMENT 
 
Name _________________________________________________Date__________________ 
 
Complete Mailing Address_______________________________________________________ 
 
Phone __________________ 
 
Email __________________________________________________ 
 
Classification_______________ Major ______________________ G. P. A. ________________ 
 
Practicum: Ed 456_____ or Ed 432 _____ or Ed 693_____; 
 
Practicum Semester: 20_________ Fall or Spring 
 
Licensure Area: Grade Level and/or Subject Area 
K-6 ____;    6-9   ______________________________;  7-12___________________________ 
9-12 ____________________________________;   K-12 ______________________________ 
 
Preferences for Placement:  
Grade (elementary/middle grades):____________________________________________ 
Elementary practicum and student teaching may not be done at the same grade levels, one must be at the K-3 level and 
one at the 4-5 level.  K-12 experiences must be at different levels on the K-12 continuum.  Students may not be in the 
same school for both practicum and student teaching.  Please give two preferences for placement.  Appropriate 
placements will be made for all students, honoring students’ preferences, when possible.  
 

Subject (K-12, 7-12, or 9-12) ____________________________________________________ 
 
1._____________________________________2.________________________________ 
                  School                          School System                                       School                    School System 
Physical and Background Check requirements: 
Physicals and TB tests can be completed at the Campbell Health Services building. 
Wake County requires several forms.  Please complete the packet. 
Johnston County requires a Physical and Background Check. 
Cumberland County requires a Background Check. 
Harnett County requires a Background Check. 
Moore County requires a Physical and Background Check. 
Each county uses a different form which can be found next to the practicum applications. 
See Kelly Ashworth for the Moore County or Cumberland County background check forms. 
Attach the completed form/forms to this application. 

 
Are there any particular circumstances that necessitate your being placed in a particular geographic area for 
practicum?  If so, what are they? 
The following questions are for undergraduate students: 
Have you been accepted into the Teacher Education program?______ 
Remember that Praxis I (reading, writing, and math) must be passed one full semester before student teaching. 
The complete packet for Acceptance into the Teacher Education program must be submitted by Aug. 24th for spring 
student teaching or by January 15 for fall student teaching. 
 
When do you plan to graduate?_______ Will you have a car to use during practicum?____ 
List Early Field Experiences: School, Grade, and/or Subject Area (s): 
 
Please return to Kelly Ashworth (Room 230). 
 



 

 

 
 

Campbell University 
Student Teaching Experiences 

 
 

The Student Teaching experiences for Teacher Education students are designed to allow 
prospective teachers opportunities to translate the theoretical concepts learned in their on-campus 
classes into real life experiences in actual public school classrooms.  Their experiences are of 
varying lengths, depending on the licensure area sought and the experiences students may have 
already had.  Generally, they fall into the categories described below. 
 
UNDERGRADUATE 
This is a 300-hour, 50 day, ten-consecutive-week experience for undergraduate prospective 
teachers.  Successful completion will result in the awarding of six (6) semester hours of credit.  It 
consists of three types of activities: observing, assisting in the classroom, and teaching.  There 
must be a minimum of 125 hours of teaching throughout the total experience.  To be counted as 
teaching hours the experience must have been planned, implemented, and evaluated by the 
student teacher under the supervision of the cooperating teacher and the university supervisor.  It 
is anticipated that the student teacher will observe in the assigned classroom initially to learn 
about the students, the content taught, the management systems in place, and to begin to develop 
a relationship with students and cooperating teacher.  This observation period allows time for the 
cooperating teacher to serve as a model for the novice student teacher.  When the student feels 
comfortable, he/she may begin to teach, gradually assuming more and more for the cooperating 
teacher’s schedule as he/she is ready.  The goal is for the student teacher to assume responsibility 
for the full teaching load for a minimum of ten days.  Toward the end of the experience the 
student teacher may begin to gradually withdraw from total teaching responsibilities, spending 
the remaining time with assisting the cooperating teacher, as well as observing other teachers in 
the school.  The observation in other classrooms helps to develop appreciation for the variety of 
teaching methods that may be successful. 
 
Students pursuing birth to kindergarten, special education, elementary (K-6) and middle grades 
(6-9) licensure will be assigned a University Supervisor from the School of Education.  Students 
pursuing secondary (9-12) licensure in English, Mathematics, Social Studies or Biology, or K-12 
licensure in Music, Exercise Science, Spanish or French or 7-12 licensure in Family and 
Consumer Sciences will be assigned a University Supervisor from the content area, as well as a 
University Supervisor from the School of Education.  These supervisors, along with the 
Cooperating Teacher, will collaboratively oversee the student teaching experiences. 

 
POST BACCALAUREATE 
This is a field experience of 5, 10, or 14 consecutive weeks in duration.  The actual length of the 
experience will be based on the number of years of successful public school teaching the candidate 
brings to the experience.  Student teaching will consist of three types of activities: observing, assisting 
in the classroom, and teaching.  Students are encouraged to complete as many hours of actual teaching 
as possible.  To be counted as teaching hours the experience must have been planned, implemented, 
and evaluated by the student teacher under the supervision of the cooperating teacher and the 
university supervisor.  It is anticipated that the student teacher will observe in the assigned classroom 
initially to learn about the students, the content taught, the management systems in place, and to begin 



 

 

to develop a relationship with the students and the cooperating teacher.  This observation period allows 
time for the cooperating teacher to serve as a model for the novice student teacher.  When the student 
feels comfortable, he/she may begin to teach, gradually assuming more and more of the cooperating 
teacher’s schedule as he/she is ready.  The goal is for the student teacher to assume responsibility for 
the full teaching load for a minimum of ten days.  Toward the end of the experience the student teacher 
may begin to gradually withdraw from total teaching responsibilities, spending the remaining time with 
assisting the cooperating teacher, as well as observing other teachers in the school.  The observation in 
other classrooms helps to develop appreciation for the variety of teaching methods that may be 
successful.  In addition to observing, assisting, and teaching, student teachers are expected to 
participate in staff development opportunities offered to regular teaching staff, and to participate in as 
many extra-curricular activities as their schedules will allow. 
The Student Teaching Seminar or other professional development experiences will be coordinated with 
the student teaching experience.  Successful completion of requirements for student teaching and the 
Student Teaching Seminar or professional development experiences will result in the awarding of three 
(3), six (6), or nine (9) semester hours of credit, depending on the length of the experience required. 
Students pursuing elementary (K-6) and middle grades (6-9) licensure will be assigned a University 
Supervisor from the School of Education.  Students pursuing secondary (9-12) licensure in English, 
Mathematics, Social Studies or Biology, or K-12 licensure in Music, Exercise Science, Spanish or 
French or 7-12 licensure in Family and Consumer Sciences will be assigned a University Supervisor 
from the content area, as well as a University Supervisor from the School of Education.  These 
supervisors, along with the Cooperating Teacher, will collaboratively oversee the student teaching 
experiences. 

 
 
 



 

 

REQUEST FOR STUDENT TEACHING PLACEMENT 
 
 
Name _________________________________________________Date__________________ 
 
____________________________________________________   Phone __________________ 
 Complete Local Address 
 

 
Student #_________________________ Email_________________________________ 
 
Classification_______________ Major______________________G. P. A. ________________ 
 
Student Teaching Semester:  Spring,   Summer,   2011    
 
Licensure Area: Grade Level and/or Subject Area: 
K-6 __________________;    6-9   __________________;  9-12 ___________________;  
K-12 (Music, Exercise Science, Foreign Language)______________________________ 
7-12 (FCSI) __________________________ 
 
Undergraduates:  Have you been accepted into the Teacher Licensure Program?___________ 
 
Preference for Placement:  Students may not be in the same school for both practicum and student teaching.  Please 
give two preferences for placement. 
 
1. ________________________________*  2._________________________________* 
                  School                         School System                                       School                    School System 
 
 
Physicals and TB tests can be completed at the Campbell Health Services building.  Physicals and Background checks 
completed for first semester will apply to second semester if you stay in the same county. 
Wake County requires multiple forms, copy the forms from their web site:  www.wcpss.net/HumanResourses/stduent-

teaching/ 
Johnston County requires a background check and medical form. 
Harnett County requires a background check. 
See Kelly Ashworth for Cumberland County or  Moore County background check forms 
The completed forms must be attached to the student teaching application. 
 
Are there any particular circumstances that necessitate your being placed in a particular geographic area for student 
teaching?  If so, what are they? 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
When do you plan to graduate? _____________ Will you have a car to use during student teaching?_______ 
 
 
List Early Field Experiences: School, Grade, and/or Subject Area (s): 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Please return to the Kelly Ashworth in Taylor 230.   There is a fee for student teaching. 
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